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Trinity hosted "The Illicit
Drugs - Burden and Policy"
conference last weekend at
Mather Hall as a multidiscipli-
nary effort to educate individu-
als about the many facets of the
drug problem in the Hartford
area with a focus on current set-
backs with resources, ineffective
drug policy and the inefficiency
of current solutions.
The two-day event brought
together "law enforcement
groups, [individuals from] state
agencies [and non-profit organi-
zations] , state and city represen-
tatives, and national experts
with creative talents to meet the
drug scourge head on," said an
official from the City of
Hartford. Social workers dis-
cussed more effective ways of
treatment, and recovering
addicts personally expunged on
challenges they faced in recov-
ery and how current laws
delayed their progress. The con-
ference tried to include all ihe
relevant viewpoints for this dis-
cussion. Student representatives
were even present to speak about
the experiences of youth. This
assortment also included church
leaders and concerned citizens.
The conference was valuable
and personal to the residents of
Hartford, because there are a
significant number of disrupted
neighborhoods in the capital; the
drug problem is destroying what
the city is trying to build up,
explained Mayor Eddie Perez in
his speech to attendees. Mirelle
Friedman, Executive Director of
the Capital Area Substance
Abuse Council, complemented
this by indicating that Hartford
is the second poorest medium-
sized city, after Brownsville,
Texas, with a population of
124,848 and a mean income of
$13,428. Hartford is the seventh
most violent medium-sized city
in the nation and has the highest
rate of minorities (93 percent) in
New England. Ivan Kuzyk, an
independent researcher, added
that 64 percent of 24-year-old
males have been arrested in the
last five years.
Perez commented on the
see EXPERTS on page 8
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS EDITOR
One doesn't go to the annual
Musical Theatre Revue expecting
to see anything less than camp,
chintz and chutzpah. So it was
appropriate that the theme for this
year's revire was "scenes and
excerpts from Broadway shows
beginning with the letter 'C. '"
Showcasing favorites such as
"I Got Rhyhtm" from Crazy for
You, to more obscure, heady num-
bers such as "Joe Worker is
Dead" from The Cradle Will
Rock, this year's revue, directed
by Gerald Moshell, was as eclec-
tic as its cast
The revue is always bare-
bones: zero set, minimal costume
changes, the lone instrument the
electric keyboard that Professor
Moshell assaults indiscreetly in
the far left corner. The costumes
this year were more subtly and
creatively done than they've been
in years past, with each cast mem-
ber wearing a different combina-
tion of black and white.
The opening segment from
Candide set the tone for the
revue: it was bold, colorful... and
neurotic. But in thai charming
musical theatre way, basaa^HSiS?;
rosis is one of the most difficult
things to stage well. Candide is
about a sickeningly perfect castle
where everyone is sickeningly
good-looking and sickeningly
happy (kind of like that place that
begins with Trin and ends it -ity).
So when sophomore Matthew
Sahlin's Candide erupted on the
scene like a young Maculay
Culkin on Adderall, it was some-
how appropriate. Anna Vognesn
'06 was Candide's lovely, lilting
counterpart Cunegonde, and
Chris Anderson '09's disarmingly
crisp, pure tenor rounded out this
trio in the opening number "Life
is Happiness Indeed." Senior
Andrew Feldmann's solo "The
Best of All Possible Worlds" was
as bouncy as a Disney movie and
as gorgeously harmonious as,
well, an old school Disney movie.
Speaking of old school, the
Crazy for You segment show-
cased popular Gershwin tunes
that would make your grandpar-
ents wax nostalgic. Newcomer
Gloria Kim '08's tremulous
see REVUE on page 16
Chuck Pratt
The cast of the revue perform a segment from Cats.





Adderall, Concerts, and Ritalin are being abused across the US.
JOANNA HECHT
MANAGING EDITOR
Despite a growing trend of pre-
scription drug abuse across the
country, the phenomenon has gone
largely undocumented at Trinity
College. "Our nation is in the throes
of an epidemic of controlled pre-
scription drug abuse and addic-
tion," according to a July 2005
report by The Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse (CASA) at
Columbia University. The study
found that "between 1992 and
2003, while the U.S. population
increased 14 percent, the number of
people abusing controlled prescrip-
tion drugs jumped 94 percent."
With the surge in percent of the
population misusing prescription
medications, "controlled prescrip-
tion drugs like OxyContin, Ritalin
and Valium are now the fourth
most abused substance in America
behind only marijuana, alcohol and
tobacco," according to the CASA
report, which found that 6.4 per-
cent of the population abuses pre-
scription drugs, compared with
10.8 percent who report using mar-
ijuana.
Trinity does conduct a "Risky
Behaviors" survey every few
years, which examines the use of
"hard drags," including cocaine,
ecstasy, marijuana, and psyche-
delics. However, until this year,
prescription drugs were not includ-
ed in the survey.
Prescription drugs "weren't on
our radar back then," said Dr. Jay
Hughes, Associate Director of
Institutional Research and
Planning, a medical sociologist
who conducts the surveys. "But the
attention to Oxycontin abuse and
non-prescribed stimulant use in the
last five years has heightened con-
cerns about prescription drugs, in
society and among college health
workers."
Prescription drugs will be
included in a follow-up survey to
be conducted this week, which
should have preliminary results by
January. "I've added a question
about the consumption of
'Prescription stimulants without a
prescription [Ritalin, Adderall,
Dexedrine, etc.],'" Hughes said.
An average of seven percent of
college students nationally misuse
prescription stimulants like Ritalin
or Adderall to study, according to
an article published in the journal
Addiction earlier this year, as com-
pared with 2.1 percent of the popu-
lation found to do so in the CASA
report. However, the rates of mis-
use varied from zero to 25 percent
at individual colleges, and "rates
were higher at colleges located in
the northeastern region of the U.S.
and colleges with more competi-
tive admission standards."
Methylphenidate, the generic
name for Ritalin and other similar
prescription stimulants, is pre-
scribed to patients diagnosed with
Attention Deficit Disorder or
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder to help improve concen-
tration, but has similar effects on
those without either condition. One
Trinity senior who takes Adderall
without a prescription obtains it
from friends. "Ninety percent of
the time I use it to study, but I'll
also use it occasionally before I go
out on the weekends," he said.
"I use it once or twice a week,"
said a freshman who uses Adderall
to stay up late and study. "If I'm
going to go out I take Xanax or
Valium, because I don't like to
drink, so if I have Xanax or
Valium, I only have to have one
see TRENDY on page 7
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The Trinity Tripod apologizes to Emily Malbon '05 for wrongly
attributing a quote to her in last week's article entitled, "Recent
Alumni Hold Strong in Job Market," and apologizes to Christina
Chavez '07 for failing to credit her for contributing to the article enti-
tled, "Trinity Professors Art Displayed in AAC."


































There is an expression that I've learned to apply to college students, but more specifical-
ly, Trinity students: Work hard, play hard. Trinity students take classes, accept responsibilities in
student organizations, play varsity sports, and get on- or off-campus jobs, internships and
research positions. While some might argue that Trinity's weekend behavior is a reflection of stu-
dent irresponsibility, others feel that it is instead ajencrr> of stress-relief, I reason that healthy
•dtoe^dniTon'-tfetten^g^^^^ and responsibility
te ncrr> of
that has just been overcome in the days proceeding.
In either case, a healthy student body is one that follows the above motto. "Work hard,
play hard" implies living our four-plus college years to their fullest, and I would contest any
argument stating that we should do anything but. Unfortunately, some current students at Trinity
experience an unnecessary amount of stress that originates beyond their studies, extracurricular
activities, or jobs.
In continued efforts to free Trinity from its lax budgetary practices of years past, includ-
ing concerted plans like the Capital Campaign, our administration has asked its current students
to pay heavily for actions carried out long before our arrival here. In a literal example, I recently
received an email encouraging me to give towards the senior class gift. While giving to the fund
is a generous act and goes towards a scholarship for a future student, it can be construed as a fur-
ther attempt to siphon money from students. I recall a recent submission from the admissions
office that outlined a 10 percent drop in financial aid given to this incoming first-year class. Why
should we be willing to pay even further to erase a budgetary cut made to financial aid giving?
Trinity students are already paying a premium for being enrolled during a time of heavy
financial stress. The administration is fighting a multifaceted battle against budgetary problems,
and so far, the only redeeming quality has been that academics alone have been left as strong as
ever. Unfortunately, an intellectual environment is inextricably linked to social climate.
In the three years I have been a Trinity student, I have never seen the quality of student
life on campus dip as low as it is today. Over-enrollment has lead to substandard living situations
for many first-year and transfer students. Many have been left to live in converted lounges and
study areas. The Mather dining hall and its staff are overwhelmed with long lines during certain
points in the day, with similar crowding present at the Cave. Buildings and grounds have cut back
shifts, leading to dorms that are in disrepair, without proper air conditioning in some cases, and
without hot water in others.
While the numerous powers that be have bravely come together to solve a financial
problem that has been years in the making, it is unfair to the current students to not further pro-
rate the steps to recovery. Mistakes often take longer to solve than to commit, and the administra-
tion should realize that while aggressive problem solving is necessary, it cannot come at the radi-
cal expense of its main constituency, the current students of Trinity College.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.triratytripod.com





Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submis-
sions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discre-
tion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 702582 E-Mail: tripod@trincoll.edu
Administration Deals
To the Editor:
In late September, Chris Moore
sent an article entitled "Prove Me
Wrong" to the entire Trinity com-
munity. Following his article and
the events pertaining to it, there has
been much talk of an atmosphere
of intolerance on Trinity's campus.
In response, our administration has
taken aggressive efforts to punish
students involved in 'intolerant'
social interactions.
hi his article, Moore gave an
account of events occurring on a
recent Friday night. A Trinity
'drunkard' approached a friend of
Moore's on Vernon St. The intoxi-
cated student told Moore's friend,
"That's the ugliest hat I've ever
seen" and proceeded to pour a cup
of beer over his head. "We could-
n't believe that Trinity would
accept a human being of such low
moral standards to represent the
College," commented Moore in his
article. Moore encouraged stu-
dents to stand up and take action, to
produce solutions, and to 'prove
him wrong.' Prior even to the
printing of the article, the responsi-
ble student came forth and apolo-
gized. This student has since been
suspended from Trinity.
I do not think that suspension
is a practical, long-term solution
for the social problems at Trinity.
Trinity's 'Student Integrity
Contract' articulates "those stan-
dards upon which the Trinity com-
munity can promote an atmosphere .
of mutual trust and respect,"
assuming thai "us socially respon-
sible and intelligent adults, we
shall take responsibility for our
actions." I agree that pouring a
Unfair Punishment
beer over another student's head is
quite disrespectful. However, this
student would still be attending
class at Trinity had he not honestly
come forward. He made a valiant
effort to right his wrong, expecting
to be met by the trust and respect of
our school's "community."
Unfortunately, he was not. What
kind of example does our adminis-
tration send when a student is sus-
pended for an apology?
Trinity is a fine institution with
gifted, intelligent students, but
even the best and the brightest can
make mistakes. Like Moore, I am
concerned about the future of our
school. Trinity claims to be an
institution that "fosters moral
growth." Ideally, intolerance, prej-
udice, violence, and disrespect
would not be a part of our commu-
nity. However, these issues arise at
small colleges like our own, large
universities, and in the real world.
It is not realistic to assume we can
rid ourselves of these issues com-
pletely. Instead, Trinity's adminis-
tration should focus more on pro-
moting positive behavior, encour-
aging students to learn from these
social errors, to act honorably and
responsibly and ultimately to grow
as students and make our commu-
nity better place to live and learn.
Yes, we cannot deny that
Trinity students display intoler-
ances against one another.
However, it appears that the
administration has become intoler-
ant pf, its students as well.
Sincerely,
Johanna Gordon '06
Athletic Successes Outshine Academics
To the Editor:
I used to look forward to
opening the Sunday Boston Globe
to see how our football team fared
against our traditional foes. We
won some and lost some, but the
games were usually tight, compet-
itive affairs, suggestive of evenly
matched student-athletes. Now, it
is with trepidation and embarrass-
ment that I check the scores: what
rival did we crush by three, four
or even five touchdowns this
time?
Last fall, the Boston Globe ran
a story on Trinity football, in
which our coach made what can
be charitably called egregious
public relations missteps. High
school athletes considering the
Ivy League, but uncertain if they
could compete at the Division I
level, he opined, will consider
some of the other NESCAC
schools, but not Trinity. We know
our recruiting niche, he went on,
which sounded to this reader a lot
like, "We know our place; we
may not be able to compete with
the other members of our league
academically, but, by golly, we're
thrashing them on the gridiron."
Respectfully, I call upon
President Jones to release the SAT
scores and high school GPAs and
class rankings of admitted foot-
ball players. Let those of us who
dearly love our alma mater have
the facts, so that we can determine
whether being the Alabama of the
NESCAC is worth it.
I also pose this query to the
Trinity community: What effect
would the abolition of football
have on our applicant pool, stu-




Foliage is at its peak, reminding us why we love New England. A
little rain can't spoil the landmark event that is the '80s party, and
the frosty fall night gave us another excuse for legwarmers.
Saturday night's sideways
ponytails were Ires chic.
Synthetic mullet wigs
not so much.
The weekend ends -with a bang
with a stunning revelation on
"Desperate Housewives."
O.G. is still preempted for
M.L.B.
New England's frigid fall
finally sets in.
Mather mac and cheese
warms our bellies.
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Suspended on Unjust Terms
ANONYMOUS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
I was a sophomore at Trinity,
and, until three weeks ago, I was
living on campus and attending
classes. I was suspended for the
remainder of the school year for
pouring a beer on another stu-
dent and telling him that his hat
was ugly. As Trinity has
required, I am in alcohol coun-
seling, and I am forbidden to
continue my education this year,
as Trinity will not accept any
credits earned elsewhere. But I
want to continue doing what I
have done since the incident. I
admit what I did; I continue to
apologize to the school and to
the student whom I embarrassed.
I still offer to make amends to
him directly. I am truly ashamed
of my actions.
The night after the incident, I
went to the student's room. I
had figured out who he was and
wanted to apologize. After I
apologized, we shook hands. But
then he knew my name. Two
days later, I was sent a letter
containing an incident report
with my name on it. A few days
after that, the well-known
"Prove me Wrong" piece was
sent out, and, two weeks later, I
was suspended from the school.
Had I not tried to make the situ-
ation right, it is very possible
that I would still be in school.
That's a lesson there. But is it
the right one?
The above punishments for
pouring a drink on someone may
sound rather harsh to some of
you. But now let me paint the
picture that was the Trinity cam-
pus in the weeks following the
event. There was an outcry
against acts of intolerance on
campus. Student e-mail boxes
were flooded with letters telling
them that a "Trinity drunkard"
had acted in a prejudiced way
against another student.
However, the main focus of
the article was the homophobia
exhibited by students at a men's
soccer game. By including my
actions in an article about homo-
phobia, the author obviously
intended to tag me as a bigot. I
believe that when the article was
circulated, my fate was sealed.
Perhaps that is why my case was
not heard by students and facul-
ty of the Social Honor Council.
My actions had nothing to do
with intolerance and a lot to do
with alcohol. But I have learned
a lot about vigilante "justice."
The administration continues to
deny that I was convicted by the
proximity of my action to the
other event. Certainly nothing I
could do or say has changed
their minds.
Since this is an Opinions
article, here is mine. The school
made an example out of me
because of what had been going
on around campus. History has
lots of examples of individuals
who were sacrificed for the good
of the institution. My actions
were inexcusable; I'm the first to
admit that. However, despite all
of my best efforts in apologiz-
ing, in getting help, in offering
to make reparations, not one per-
son in the administration
believed that this incident was
my random act of stupidity. So I
was suspended, setting a prece-
dent for all future acts of stupid-
ity.
I will always believe that
something positive could have
come from this incident that
would have benefited the entire
community. Instead, Trinity has
one more student questioning its
integrity as an educational insti-
tution. My question is if Trinity
values positive educational out-
comes, why am I kept out of
school for a year and denied the
opportunity to study- elsewhere?
I don't need to "prove [anyone]
wrong"; the proof is the misrep-
resentation of my actions and the
school's failure to realize this.
Library Needs Longer Hours
BILL COSGROVE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Few colleges are as fortunate
as Trinity is to possess as large
and architecturally stunning a
library as our own. The Raether
Library and Information
Technology Center, which under-
went a $35 million expansion and
renovation in 2001, contains all
of the resources a student would
need in order to complete his or
her work: books, reference mate-
rials, computer stations, desks,
comfortable chairs, and even a
cafe. Indeed, the LITC is one of
the best among the nation's top
liberal arts colleges. The only
problem, however, is that stu-
dents are unable to enjoy the
library as much as they should be
able to as a result of inadequate
hours of operation, especially on
the weekends.
From Monday to Thursday,
the library closes at 1 a.m. On
Friday, it closes at 10 p.m. and
on campus for students to study
on the weekends when the library
is closed, The 24-hour zone clos-
es Friday nights and doesn't open
until Sunday at noon, and some
students are unable to study in
their rooms, which lack the
resources of the library. For
to number 25. Clearly, this list is
not the only thing a prospective
student looks at when judging
potential schools, but it does pro-
vide a way to compare different
institutions. The libraries of the
two schools that are ranked
directly in front of Trinity —
Students are unable to enjoy the library
as much as they should be able to as a
result of inadequate hours of operation.
example, a history student who is
using microfilm to write a thesis
has to go to the library to do so.
Many study lounges in dorms
have been converted to doubles
or triples. The Cave, which clos-
es at midnight, is not quiet
enough to serve as a suitable
environment for doing work. On
nights when Mather Crawl takes
place, a band blasts music at
incredible noise levels, creating
conditions that are not only dan-
The libraries of the two schools that are
ranked directly in front of Trinity... are
open earlier on the weekends than ours.
doesn't open until noon on
Saturday. It closes at 10 Saturday
night and doesn't open until noon
on Sunday either.
There is essentially no place
gerous to one's hearing, but also
hinder the ability to study.
Trinity's ranking in the US
News list of "America's Best
Liberal Arts Schools" has slipped
Oberlin and Mount Holyoke —
are both open earlier on the
weekends than our library.
Hamilton College, a fellow
NESCAC school that is ranked
number 15, has a library that
opens at 10 on weekend morn-
ings and doesn't close until mid-
night. The top two schools on
that list, Amherst and Williams
(also NESCAC schools), each
have libraries that open earlier
and close later than our library.
Trinity has an unusual
amount of students involved in
extracurricular activities on cam-
pus. We also have an extraordi-
nary athletics department, with
teams regularly competing for
NESCAC conference titles and
national championships. But
team success does not come easi-





I think we can all agree that
Trinity has a bit of an inferiority
complex. As Trinity hangs onto
spot 25 in the US Weekly News
ranking and, as a result, is nearly
last place in the NESCAC school
hierarchy, it's entirely understand-
able that we sometimes feel the
need to prove ourselves as able-
bodied as our more prestigious
LAC brethren.
Sometimes, however, the
whining gets to me. In last week's
Tripod, there was a Letter to the
annual comparisons among our
NESCAC peers. I feel we need to
get our priorities straightened out
and realize that the real world will
soon be upon you present stu-
dents, whether it be in the job
market or when you apply to grad
schools."
As I was reading this, my left
eye started twitching uncontrol-
lably. Robert? Duh. We college
students are all too aware of the
nightmarishly flattened, dystopi-
an world of no Social Security or
job security that awaits us after
college. Not to mention bird flu
What better represents the ethos of an
institution than a student-run newspaper?
Editor by Trinity parent Robert
Ericson. In it, he argues that
Trinity needs to focus on academ-
ics before athletics. I more or less
agreed with that premise. But he
then proceeded both to lose and
bother me. Here's a small excerpt
that's fairly representative of his
next point; » ." .
"'Stronger academic standards
and more stringent admissions
standards would translate to a bet-
ter Trinity education which, in
tum, would better serve us as
alumni in the real world compet-
ing in a fiercely competitive job
market. Lastly, our collective self-
esteem also would be augmented
by Trinity's enhanced academic
reputation, and we wouldn't fear
and the amorphous war on terror.
And yes, we also wouldn't mind
if Trinity had an "enhanced aca-
demic reputation." Thanks for
patronizing us.
But then I stopped myself. I
shouldn't cast stones like this.
Ericson surely bases much of his
impression of Trinity on what he
reads in the Tripod. After all,
what better represents the ethos of
an institution than a student-run
newspaper?
I thought long and hard about
what someone might think of a
school such as Trinity if all they
had to inform them was the
Tripod (for as Turgenev more or





Chances are, most of you
first-years are settling in pretty
well at Trinity right about this
time. Most every aspect of your
life is probably going well, and
those aspects that aren't can be
forgotten with the weekly fresh-
man binge of which I know
you're all so fond. There is,
however, probably a small
minority of you out there who,
smart), and it's a problem that I
think is only exacerbated by
problems unique to freshman
year, such as the lack of trans-
portation.
The one complaint I seem to
hear from a lot of people lately
(and that I made myself before I
had my car) is that Trinity feels
like a prison. Being here for
two months, you have probably
heard Trinity being referred to
as "a bubble" numerous times.
Trinity does have a bit of a retention
problem... and its a problem that... is only
exacerbated by... lack of transportation.
like me this time last year, are
starting to doubt your decision
to come to Trinity.
Trinity College does have a
bit of a retention problem, espe-
cially among more academical-
ly-minded students (although if
you're not thinking of transfer-
ring, it doesn't mean you're not
Most people here simply
joke about the bubble, mostly
suburbanites from Fairfield and
Westchester counties who have
lived in a bubble all their lives
and would like to stay in one.
To other people, like me, being
see BETTER on page 5
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Genetic Engineering
Overlooks Ethics
Change Starts Right Here
Improving Campus Culture Would Court Stronger Applicants
MUHAMMED UMAIR
OPINIONS WRITER
In this new age of technology, man has
progressed farther and farther in science,
gaining the ability to understand concepts
that could not even have been imagined by
earlier generations. Advances in fields
altered zebra fish that glow fluorescent.
They also have plans to produce, by 2007,
a genetically altered cat that doesn't pro-
duce the allergen that makes people sick.
And pets aren't the only animals hav-
ing their genes altered. Companies are in
the process of producing genetically engi-
Science is propelling at such a rapid speed that the
general public is often unaware of the myriad experi-
ments that take place all over the world.
such as nanotechnology, computers, and
neurology all have profoundly changed the
way our children will live their lives.
However, science is propelling at such
a rapid speed that the general public is
often unaware of the myriad experiments
that take place all over the world. One
example of this is the field of genetic engi-
neering. In the United States, the majority
of our crops that reach our grocery stores is
genetically engineered to be bigger and
taste better. Now, even animals are being
genetically engineered. Biotechnology
companies are already selling genetically
neered cattle that have more meat, produce
more milk, and reproduce faster. The FDA
is already reviewing a proposition that
plans to market Atlantic salmon that grow
much faster than normal species.
According to an October 6th Washington
Post article, another proposition up for
review is market milk from cloned cows
and meat from the offspring of the cloned
individuals. With the meat demand rising
higher and higher, current studies indicat-
ing a population explosion in the coming
see HUMAN on page 5
Student Vigilance Can
Boost Safety on Campus
PAT COURNOT
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Monday night, I left my jacket in the
library's basement computer lab to make a
phone call. Three kids from Hartford had
been causing a nuisance in the computer lab
while checking their e-mails. I ignored one
of them who tried to chat me up as I left, and
when I came back, my jacket was gone.
Apparently none of the Trinity students that
had been there tried to stop them. It really
sucks to lose your winter jacket when it's
cold out. When I was leaving the library, I
saw the same kids grab a student's backpack
and try to walk away with it. They were
chased and eventually dropped the bag
before running away.
Last year, property was stolen from my
frat house twice during late night. Once, we
weren't paying much attention, and we
think a group of 20-year-old kids we didn't
recognize walked off with a pair of large
speakers, some wallets, personal effects and
a suit. We weren't sure how all the stuff got
taken; stealing three-foot tall speakers is
like stealing someone's wedding ring off
their hand. The second time kids tried to
steal from us, We caught them and called the
police.
It's mostly our fault that we allowed the
first theft, whoever actually stole our stuff.
Last year, we had a lenient door policy and
allowed people to come and go as they
pleased, even people who we knew did not
go to Trinity. We've had to amend that this
year, keeping all people we don't know
either outside of our house or, at least, under
some kind of surveillance. It's awkward:
every time strangers come to our house, we
feel obliged to pay closer attention. We
don't want to be prejudiced, but we also
don't want to be stolen from again.
My freshman year, there were multiple
instances of Hartford locals entering Trinity
dorms. In Jarvis, one such local became
known as "the guy in the red jacket," and
everyone in the dorm became wary of him.
He was caught and removed by the police,
though I still don't know why, and later
returned and had to be removed again. One
of my friends remembers a black kid
dressed in a polo shirt and a sweater vest
who was looking for someone that didn't
live there. It was during PRIDE week, and
as a-PRIDE leader, my friend felt bad that,
the kid might have been a visiting .student.
When Campus Safety came, they found him
carrying a bag full of students' property.
What should we do when we see a "sus-
picious" person on campus? No one wants
to confront them or call Campus Safety,
because confrontation forces people to be
scrutinized about whether they are preju-
diced. At times, this is a blessing, because it
protects minorities from historically-accept-
ed bias. As the examples that I've given
should show, it also can be a burden that
leads to complacency, which can victimize
the average person at the hands of the very
few willing to take advantage of them. The
danger of complacency may not hit home to
bystanders, but it is very apparent to anyone
who has had a bag, coat, or stereo stolen
under the assumption that Trinity College is
inherently safe from petty theft.
In the four years I have been at Trinity,
a student has been raped and a student has
been stabbed. While I don't mean to say
that all crime on our campus occurs because
of Hartford locals, because it definitely does
not, it should be stated that, in many of the
crimes reported, students took for granted
that they were safe.
While all my examples mentioned black
teenagers and adults, this should not lead
anyone to believe crime is caused by a race.
These are the examples that I've dealt with
at Trinity and have no relevance outside of
this setting, I would hope that Trinity stu-
dents don't read this and use any of this
information to create prejudgments about
individuals or categories of people, because
prejudice neither helps its bearer nor gives a
fair chance to its object. Instead, I hope this
bolsters students to show courage and take
action. Many voices have stressed, during
the last five weeks, the importance of taking
action against bigotry spawned from our
own student body, but that should not lead
students to believe that they can't be atten-
tive to a "suspicious" looking person,
regardless of their physical appearance.
continued from page 3
less writes, "kids don't talk to their par-
ents). Oh damn, I realized. The goddamn
Tripod weekly Features. No wonder he
thinks we live in a hyper-sexed bedlam of
eloi-esque ignorance.
Think about it. The weekly Features on
some Trinity girl/guy's sexual/alcoholic
escapades are generally not very witty or
very funny. (An apologetic aside: no insult
is intended to the Tripod Features staff. I
write about monkeys throwing poop.) All
they seem to do is suggest how 'vampire-
like, soulless, and non-introspective Trinity
and reject geniuses. Trinity enrolls the best
people that actually want to go to the
school. Or that got rejected from all the
others that they liked more. Once again,
the complex trumps common sense.
Maybe if we put our athletics way ahead of
our academics and converted our football
team into a Bantam army, we could pillage
Wesleyan for their endowment and smart
kids. That'd probably help us in the job
market. Alas, like the magic "student selec-
tivity button," this idea is probably not
based in reality.
Again, I offer an apology to Ericson, for
Oh damn, I realized. The goddamn Tripod weekly
Features. No wonder [Ericson] thinks we live in a
hyper-sexed bedlam of eloi-esque ignorance.
can be, come Thursday. Raising your eyes
quizzically at that last statement? Go to a
frat sometime when you're not drunk and
simply observe. It will terrify you. Just as
I'm sure it terrified Ericson.
Sadly, just as I had made peace with
this concerned, well-meaning Trinity par-
ent, I realized that I was still very much
bothered. Because in the next part of Mr.
Ericson's letter, he feeds directly into the
Trinity inferiority complex and offers a
cure-all for our ills. Flippantly, he writes
that we simply need to have "more strin-
gent admissions standards" if we want to be
more prestigious.
My headache is suddenly back. If we
could make our school suddenly more
selective, we would. Unfortunately, that is
• not the way college admissions works.
I"" Trinity does not purposefully admit idiots
he has our best interests at heart. This let-
ter just represents an unsettling theme — a
theme in which Trinity College as an insti-
tution acts like a creepy dude at the beach
with a cucumber in his speedo. Bear with
me as I continue that metaphor, a la the
oversexed Tripod Features or the "AT" col-
umn. Trinity wants to compete with the
porn stars of the NESCAC (Williams,
Amherst, Bowdoin) but simply can't. We
just don't have the magnificent endowment
(har-har) that these schools possess. But
we can't stop complaining. This is what
bugs me. This is why I'm cranky. I'm
going to come out and say it: Trinity
College has penis envy. Care to disagree?
Our mascot, the Bantam, is defined as a
small, angry cock. Disquieting.
Perhaps, somewhere, God is laughing
at us.
Along tke "Wrong IValk. ..
'$O& fmfi adtme?
vVas Saved, by the Bell' in tke
'8os?"
— Caleb Miles '09
'I've gotta say Bobby Brown."
— Heather JVtoore 08
Labyrinth. I love David
Bowie s ambiguous sexuality."
— Russell Adler '08
Top Gun. That scene in the
ar.
— JVLark Durney '08
TILan by Mock of ̂ Seagulls.'
— Nick Kistner 09
Compiled by Adrienne Gaffney
Photos by Noa Landes
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Study Time Reflects Priorities
Trinity Should Follow Peer Schools' Lead and Extend Library Hours
PAGE 5
continued from page 3
ly; it takes hours and hours of
preparation to be successful.
Take, for example, our undefeat-
ed football team. Those players
don't just show up to the field on
Saturday and win; they spend
countless hours practicing, lifting
weights, , studying film, and
The entire library has to be
open 24 hours during finals
week, and it has to, at minimum,
be open later at night during
midterms week. Many students
had midterm exams and papers
due this past week yet still had to
deal with the usual library hours.
Last spring the library did not
The entire library has to be open 24 hours
during finals week, and it has to, atamini-
mum, be open later at night during midterms.
attending team meetings. The
gymnasium and football fields
are where they practice their
craft.
Similarly, it takes hours of
concentration and focus to ace an
exam or write a solid research
paper at a school as academically
demanding as Trinity. Scholars
don't just show up to class on test
day and get an A. Academic suc-
cess is the result of putting in
studying time, which, for most
students, is done at the library.
The College has an obligation
to provide students who want to
study and learn with a comfort-
able place to study late at night
and on the weekends. Not all stu-
dents want to party all night on
Vernon Street every weekend.
Some choose to do work, which
is ultimately why we are at
Trinity.
The 24-hour zone is one
place students can go during the
week to work, but it's closed on
the weekends. Furthermore, there
is a lack of desk space on Level
B, and students do not have
access to reference materials,
which are not allowed to be
checked out or taken from Level
A.
change its hours (besides imple-
menting the 24-hour zone on the
weekends) during finals week,
which was ridiculous. The library
has to open earlier on Sundays
because, while not everyone gets
up to study early on Saturdays,
Sundays are typically reserved
for homework.
Trinity must ask itself
whether it wants to emphasize its
athletic and social reputation or
It is no secret that Trinity is
going through budget difficulties,
and perhaps extending library
hours would necessitate the hir-
ing of more employees. But
would it really cost that much
more? Could student volunteers
open and close the library?
Maybe if some funds were
diverted from programs like
Mather Crawl, which is always
sparsely attended, money would
be found to go towards the
library. Extending library hours
would show a clear message to
alumni that Trinity wants to bol-
ster its academic reputation, and
maybe the alumni would respond
by opening up their wallets.
That's not a given, but the
College will never know unless it
tries.
As Andrew Ay din '06 —
who, as head of the SGA Student
Life Committee, is drafting a res-
olution to extend library hours —
noted, the more space that exists
for students to study, the more
Human Cloning
an Ethical Dilemma
continued from page 4
decades, and worldwide starva-
tion affecting all nations, govern-
ments are beginning to find these
new technologies more and more
appealing.
However, what will we as a
society be subjecting our kids to?
If released, these new genetically
altered animals will have unseen
effects on the environment, possi-
bly even such as competition
between natural species, leading
to extinction. Also, cloning tech-
nology is still not perfected, and a
new wave of cloned cattle would
have a chance of exhibiting a
mutation that is undetectable. If
active person and then proceeded
to fertilize the embryo, creating a
genetically altered human being.
South Korean scientists success-
fully cloned 31 human embryos,
all copies of just one person,
under the guise of using the
embryos for stem cell research.
While experiments like these
have been banned in the U.S. and
Great Britain, they are allowed to
freely occur in other parts of the
world, mostly in the scientifically
advanced Far East. However, for
the past decade, there has been an
enormous undertaking of reveal-
ing the human genome, a project
that is nearly completed.
The thought of genetically engineered
human beings should bring a chill to any-
one's spine.
Extending library hours... would show
prospective students that Trinity... is commit-
ted to... an intellectually stimulating campus.
its academic reputation. It is
good to have a mixture of the
two, but there must be an empha-
sis on academic success.
Extending library hours wouldn't
necessarily make Trinity students
smarter, but it would show
prospective students that Trinity
is an institution that responds to
student concerns and is commit-
ted to providing an intellectually
stimulating campus. Finding a
place to study on a college cam-
pus should not be a problem,
regardless of what time or day of
the week it is.
student interaction will take
place. If there is one central loca-
tion where everyone can go study
at any time, it only makes sense
that a more vibrant intellectual
community will emerge on cam-
pus.
We already have a central
location on the weekend for
social interaction in Vernon
Street, but we do not have one for
intellectual interaction. As an
institution that prides itself as
being a top liberal arts school, it
is imperative that this changes as
soon as possible.
we are subjected to drinking
these mutated animals' milk and
eating their meat, we may see a
new wave of disease that
mankind has never seen before.
In the end, the benefit of geneti-
cally engineered animals could
quite possibly turn into a peril to
human life.
While the thought of geneti-
cally engineered animals is
already scary enough, the thought
of genetically engineered human
beings should bring a chill to any-
one's spine. But what most peo-
ple don't know is that scientists
have already begun the process of
creating genetically engineered
humans and successfully created
human embryos with unnatural
features. A team of scientists in
China successfully replaced the
mother's own mitochondria in an
egg cell with ones from a more
If scientists are able to use the
mapped human genome to grow
and modify human embryos, the
consequences will be dire. We
will be able to produce humans
who, for example, have more
muscle mass or less body fat than
others. While all this seems like
science fiction and far in the
future, the truth of the matter is
that this technology is^ evolving
very fast and is something to be
very afraid of.
While it may not be our chil-
dren who will live in. a world with
genetically engineered humans,
our grandchildren certainly will,
if there are no restrictions placed
on these types of experiments.
We as a society should tread care-
fully in the murky waters of
genetic engineering, or we will
end up facing the possibility of
the end of human existence.
Better Transportation Key to Freshman Retention
Feelings of Being Isolated from Outside Community Lead to Dissatisfaction with First-Year Experience
continued from page 3
in the bubble for too long is like
having a plastic bag over your
head: it's suffocating.
The bubble is evident all
around us. There are four dis-
tinct walls separating Trinity
from Hartford: New Britain
Avnue, Broad Street, Summit
Street, and Allen Place. In the
case of Broad St. and Summit
St., there is an actual physical
barrier, the fences on the east
and the cliffs on the west.
These walls are essentially
created by our own conceptions
of the city around us (my uncle,
upon first visiting Hartford
Some people, like the subur-
banites I mentioned before, love
these walls, which they see as
keeping the Mongol hoards in
Hartford from invading our
lovely little hundred-acre
enclave. To other people, it's
like a cage - an expensive gild-
ed cage, to be sure - but a cage
nonetheless.
There are, however, other
solutions to transferring (which
was my solution most of last
year). First: you have to identi-
fy the fact that things will be
different next year. As a fresh-
man, you likely do not have a
car and know few, if any, people
system has few uses to students,
as it takes far too long to go any-
will or the guts to ride on an
inner city bus system to destina-
Hartford is not a city like New York or
Washington D.C. that you can enjoy
without a car.
There are four distinct walls separating
Trinity from Hartford: New Britain Aw.,
Broad St., Summit St., and Allen PI.
exclaimed, "Oh God, it's just
like Newark!") and are also cre-
ated by the upperplassmen who
remind us how likely we are to
be shot if we venture off campus
to buy some tortilla chips at the
Megafoods rather than paying
$3.30 at the Cave.
who do. The ban on freshman
parking is necessary, but detri-
mental, to freshmen, as Hartford
is not a city like New York or
Washington D.C. that you can
enjoy without a car.
While the school gives you
free bus passes, the actual bus
where but the mall or downtown
(heaven help you if you try to
ride the bus to West Hartford
Center). Rhetoric and common
sense dictate against waiting for
a bus at night, which pretty
much limits your outings to a
few daytime hours during the
winter. As a sophomore, how-
ever, it is likely that you will
either have a car or a friend who
has a car that you can mooch off
of.
I think that getting out of the
bubble every now and again is
the best cure for the Trinity
blues. Meanwhile, in order to
increase retention and increase
student well-being, Trinity
should really be making it easier
for us to get off campus. Sure,
they give us bus passes, but
what white lacrosse player from
Avon or New Canaan has the
tions unknown?
Here's an idea: how about
Trinity organizes trips to the
mall or a downtown restaurant?
A common reason such trips
never leave the ground is that
Trinity cannot afford or find the
it to an upperclassman. While I
know that Trinity is reluctant to
conduct any student activity
without throwing massive
amounts of money at it (even in
the midst of a budget crisis), I
feel that TCAC should take a
radical step and try some sim-
pler, cheaper off-campus activi-
ties.
So Trinity, quit reading sur-
veys and listen to your students,
I've heard at least eight people
complain of feeling trapped in
the last month - that can't be a
In order to increase retention and stu-
dent well-being, Trinity should really be
making it easier for us to get off campus.
transportation, so use the U-
Passes. Even if you only have
half a dozen people show up for
a shopping trip, at least the
school isn't out any money.
This would have the added
advantage of familiarizing stu-
dents with the bus system.
Also, if Trinity could not
afford to have an employee con-
duct these trips, simply delegate
coincidence.
We need more options for
getting off campus and we need
more information on what's
going on in Hartford (the
Exchange doesn't tell us much
more than when the Hartford
Philharmonic is playing).
That's the only way that the
school is going to increase
retention.
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Seniors Bring Back Student-Run TrinTV From Hiatus
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY
OPINIONS EDITOR
After five years the Trinity
College television station is
returning to the air with new pro-
gramming. This venture is head-
ed by TrinTV, a new student
organization led by seniors Evan
Norris, Andrew Aydin and
Brendan McGowan. The team
will produce new broadcasts, as
well as running footage of sports
games and other campus events.
Trinity has, at times in the
past, had a thriving television sta-
tion. Five years ago, however, the
screens went dark and have been
ever since. The members of
TrinTV believe that a revived sta-
tion will help to build a sense of
community on campus and will
showcase the views and talents of
various people on campus.
Beyond the founding members,
TrinTV has attracted the interest
of many other students, including
many underclassmen. In addition
to giving students something to
watch, the club will allow stu-
dents interested in film and broad-
cast journalism experience in
these areas* The initial goal is to
put together a half hour program
that features students reporting
news and conducting interviews,
members of the college communi-
ty debating on various issues and
student performances.
Andrew Aydin '06 said that he
"reactivated this organization
because this is the last significant
gap in our public outlets. I am
just trying £0 find something
where we can bring things that
haven't been seen before into the
public knowledge. There is a lot
of talent on this campus."
Brendan McGowan '06 is com-
mitted to "creating a high quality
news broadcast, which is some-
thing that hasn't been done on
campus in some time. The larger
goal is to allow people to express
themselves creatively and create a
sense of community. We can
experiment in whole new ways."
The biggest challenge that the
young group faces is acquiring
the equipment needed to begin
filming, editing and broadcasting.
Student organizations are not able
to request funds beyond their
$500 budget in their first year.
TrinTV has allied itself with the
Film Club in order to ask for
funds to purchase equipment.
They emphasize the fact that
these tools will be readily avail-
able to all students and that there
is a great need for them. While
SGA Minutes - Oct. 24
I. Approval of Last Week's
Minutes
II. Approval of the Agenda
a. Agenda Approved
b. Motion to table the surveys
and (he letters that have come out
of committee; motion approved
III. New Business





) I1?! ari Club "v.i". approved
lot luiulmj;
111. Anime Club
1. Annnc club is uppicned lor
a budget
n. ['nn Knitu-n
1 TnnKnitttrs approved lor .1
budget.
v. Club Field Hockey
I Club Field Hockey
approved fm a budget
vi. I-emJnists Ijnited




approved foi a budget.
viii. Green Campus
1. Has been decided that they
aln\idy ru \e a budget which wilt
be investigated
iv.. Dance Team
1 Dance Team will not he
granted a budget
\ Model IIS
1. Model UN wilt be
approved tot a budget
xi Fencing Club
1 Fencing club wtll be
approved for a budget.
xii. Muslim Student's
Association
1. MSA has been approved
for a budget
xiii. Dischords
1. Dischords will not be
approved for a budget
xiv. Best Buddies
2. Ar.piowd lot $500.00 lor a
budget
\ \ SAAC
2 J> VAC will not ieeei\e .1
biuljvt.
IV Commiilix Repot ts
at h\.ill's Uepoit
b Shi m's report
0 BicndiuiV Report
d. Andiew'.s Kcpoit
I I.ibutr> houih. MLS1
be extended beaiu.se they are not
competitive with other schools
that are supposed to be compel i
live vuth Tiiuily
V Vice Presidents Reports
a Carmen's Report
b. Rob's Report
II Steering Boaid and
the Budget Committee will meet
as a pint session to discuss the
potential changes m it.s status to a
yeai-long budget on Friday at
one (possibly)
c. Will's Report
i Will be going tu MAC
next week to get some volunteeis
and a person tiom SGA as well as
himself to a student relations
Lommittce.
VI. Announcements
a. By-Jaws will be discussed
ne\i week for each of the com-
mittees.
the need is not contested, some
are concerned about what would
happen with the cameras were the
club to disband. Senior Budget
Committee Shon Urbas voiced
concerns. "I feel that current
management will be to manage
any equipment the Student
Activities Fund pays for very
effectively, but I am concerned
about the future considering that
three out of four members of the
executive board are seniors. I
have seen what happened with the
rifle and sailing teams, both of
which had large memberships, but
after key members graduated the
clubs disbanded and expensive
equipment went missing," he
said.
Members of the campus have
differing opinions on the new
venture. Brad Monrose '09 ,
thinks it's a great idea. "Things
like that really add to the campus.
It's a nice thing to have and a
good way for students to express
themselves. They could also play
sports events that students have
missed, especially football games,
squash matches and crew races."
Other students agree that it
could be very positive but have
some hesitations. "It's a good
idea in theory but you also heed to
weigh the cost and consider the
long term benefits after founding
members graduate," Nadia
Zahran '07 said. IDP student
Elizabeth J-Rohback says "I think
it sounds good but I question
Noa Landes
TrinTV members inside their office in the basement of Jones.
whether it will actually build campus and there is no reason
community."
TrinTV is designed to cater to
all members of Trinity and
thoughts on it are not limited to
those of students. Religion
Professor Andrew Walsh, himself
a Trinity Tripod Editor in 1979,
believes that students have a lot to
say and this could be a great
forum. "I think these group
efforts are valuable and educa-
tional. The college and SGA can
get it up through funding but the
students need to get it running. It
makes sense if people want it.
That is the way the Tripod and
WRTC got started. We have good
examples of communications on
why television should not be part
of that."
TrinTV certainly has great
potential as an organization and
undoubtedly could add much to
the campus. There are concerns,
including budget issues and those
who recall the fact that last year's
attempt to revive the TV station
never got off the ground, but
members are confident that these
things can be overcome.
Aydin commented, "The bulk
of the members are underclass-
men and we are in a unique posi-
tion to continue an organization.
Questions are well-intentioned




During the trustees' last meet-
ing on Family Weekend, the mem-
bers decided to restructure their
system of governance/This deci-
sion to change, however, is not a
recent one.
Beginning in the spring of
2004, the Special Committee of
Institutional Administrative
Governance (SCIAG) reviewed
the governing system of various
liberal arts colleges, to see how
things were done differently at
other campuses. The committee
consisted of four appointed
trustees and five elected faculty
members. After careful delibera-
tion the committee decided to visit
four campuses - Bates,
Middlebury, Union, and Hamilton
- for a more in-depth analysis of
these schools. Along with a Francis
Oakley, a hired consultant, the
committee came up with several
reports.
SCIAG made two recommen-
dations to the trustees: the method
trustees deal with tenure needs to
be changed, along with changing
the way trustees deal with plan-
ning. Upon hearing these recom-
mendations, the trustees hired
Richard Chait, a consultant from
the Harvard School of Education,
to assist the trustees in making
these changes. "During the last
meeting of the Trustees, they [the
trustees] spent time with Richard
Chait and discussed a future course
of action," said Secretary of the
College Scott Reynolds. Chait
insists the trustees are embroiled in
The restructuring process will take
most of the 2005-2006 academic
year, and actual changes " would-
n't be seen until the fall of 2006,"
Reynolds said. During their next
meeting, scheduled to take place
on Jan. 20, the trustees plan to
begin discussion on what commit-
tees to disband and what ad hoc
"[The reconstructing process ] wouldn't
be seen until the fall of 2006."
- Scott Reynolds
too much bureaucracy and several
committees should be disbanded
because they are not as important.
He proposed that the trustees
should come together and decide
what issues were most important,
forming ad hoc committees to
solve these pressing issues. In
addition, he believed that trustees
needed to assess which committees
should be disbanded for the sake of
efficiency and effectiveness.
Several of the trustees emphasized
the importance of community.
"There has been a lot of tension
between the faculty and the
trustees," explained Reynolds.
The trustees have not done any
actual restructuring yet, however.
committees should be formed.
The Committee on the Board
was commissioned to make recom-
mendations for what committees
should be disbanded or changed,
and what changes the Board of
Trustees should consider. This
committee, and the entire restruc-
turing process, falls in the hands of
Charter Trustee Wenda Millard
'76.
What the trustees are doing,
however, is not breaking new
ground. "Trustees at other schools
have already gone through this
restructuring process," Reynolds
added.
see CONSULTANTS on page 9
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Trendy' Drugs Abused
for Studying, Partying Life
continued from page 1
drink to get drunk. I take Ambien a lot to trip
for fun." She has prescriptions for Xanax
and Ambien, but gets the other drugs from
friends with prescriptions.
"Ritalin is a stimulant and has a high
potential for abuse," wrote Lauren Albrecht
'04 in her senior anthropology thesis about
the use of prescription stimulants for non-
medical use at Trinity. "Because of this, the
National Institute on Drug Abuse has classi-
fied it under schedule II controls ... While
this control speaks to the seriousness of the
drug, many do not realize how similar it is to
cocaine, an illegal amphetamine." The only
higher level of control, schedule I, is
reserved for drugs with no accepted medical
use, like heroin.
Broader recognition of Ritalin's per-
ceived benefits for users without prescrip-
tions is indicated by the fact that
"Methylphenidate ranked in the top-ten
most frequently reported controlled drugs
stolen from registrants," according to Drug
Enforcement Administration testimony
before Congress in May 2000.
The majority of student drug incidents at
Trinity are dealt with through the Office of
Campus Life, directed by Amy Howard.
Howard said that while issues of prescrip-
tion drug abuse have come to her attention
in previous years, none have thus far.
"Ritalin has been discussed in the past, but I
don't know if anyone in particular was held
responsible for that," she said, when asked
in particular about the use of study drugs.
"Misuse of prescription drugs is a seri-
ous offense but one of our main concern!!
with students, in addition to making sure
they're held accountable, is making sure
they get the help they need," added Howard.
Dean of Students Frederick Alford said
that his office has dealt with "incidents that
suggest misuse of prescription drugs, but
those suggestions come in the form of stu-
dents reporting that someone stole their
medicine."
"We also know that this kind of problem
is occurring on other campuses and in soci-
ety at large and our common sense tells us
that it must go on here as well," Alford con-
tinued. "We have not had a case directly
related to abuse of prescription drugs, but
often the problems we see — academic pro-
bation, interpersonal problems, and vandal-
ism for example — are probably attributable
to drugs."
The Health Center has also seen
instances of prescription drug misuse.
Director Martha Burke said, "We ask people
what they're taking because when we pre-
scribe drugs we need to know what they're
taking, and we find in some cases that stu-
dents are borrowing each other's Ritalin or
antibiotics; that's the context in which it
comes to the attention of the Health Center."
Burke indicated that the problem of pre-
scription drug abuse is that it is difficult to
control in society at large, citing recent cases
of Connecticut students abusing opiates.
"The only thing we can do is practice
conservatively," dispensing medications





Call one number for a group
to walk you home
Friday or Saturday night
any time after midnight.
(860) 250-5670




Ground Breaks on CT Center for
Science and Exploration
Government officials ush-
ered in the groundbreaking
of the $149.5 million
Connecticut Center for
Science and Exploration
Friday. Situated next to the
new downtown Convention
Center on the Connecticut
River, the interactive muse-
um will open its doors in
2008 and feature six major
exhibition areas on four floors. The 144,000 square foot build-
ing (rendering pictured right) was designed by world-renowned
architect Cesar Peili, who also designed Trinity's Mathematics,
Computing and Engineering Center.
Community Group Sells Bracelets
for Hurricane Relief Fund
Friends Active in Civic Engagement and Service (FACES),
Trinity's coalition of organizations committed to student service
and activism will be selling "Relieve, Recover,. Rebuild"
bracelets for a $3.00 suggested donation.
All proceeds will go to benefit Tulane University's NOLA
Hurricane Relief Fund and the Southern Mutual Help
juiyone interested in purchasing a bracelet may contact any
FACES representative or stop by the Office of Community
Service and Civic Engagement.
Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred between Oct. 11 and Oct.
23:
- An officer on patrol noticed a group of students carrying
30-pack beers in the North Campus Dormitory area. When he
confronted them, some students fled but one showed a driver's
license claiming he was 21 and a resident of North Campus.
Further inquiry by the officer revealed the ID to be a fake and
all alcohol was confiscated.
The incident was forwarded to the Dean of Students.
- Campus Safety received a call from students at Jackson
Dormitory claiming they had been ripped off by a Chinese food
delivery man to the tune of $4.80, The student was forwarded to
Hartford Police to file a small claims report, but the student
called the manager at Peking Garden and resolved the matter.
- Three students, one each from Frohmann-Robb, Jarvis and
Doonesbury dormitories, were taken by ambulance to Hartford
Hospital and treated for alcohol intoxication.
- Officers responded to vandalism m the High Rise dormito-
ry to find a tipped over vending machine and broken toilet
bowls on the ground floor,
- An officer already responding to a call at Jarvis dormitory
observed two shattered light, bulbs by an exit door. Buildings
and Grounds staff reported to the area to clear shattered.glass on
the ground. . . .:
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Experts Convene to Crack Down on City Drug Use
continued from page 1
variety of participants that created a unique
atmosphere of open discussion with a wide
range of viewpoints. Although there were
formal speakers with a purely objective and
educational motive, the conference was
focused on promoting dialogue, and speak-
ers were interrupted with applauses of
approval or sometimes angry hecklers. The
question and answer sessions were also
filled with a range of individuals, some of
whom expressed their approval at an idea for
change, while others challenged and criti-
cized the speakers" advocacies.
Speakers and discussions brought to
light significant and newly arising problems
with drug policy, correctional institutions,
and treatment opportunities, with their col-
lective goal focused on ways that communi-
ties and policy makers can reverse these
worrisome trends. Robert Painter, the
Minority Leader for the City of Hartford and
the organizer of the conference, emphasized
the activist approach of the conference,
which was strengthened by bringing togeth-
er this extremely diverse but motivated
group together in a common place to spur
positive change.
Scarlett Swedlow, the Executive
Director of Students for a Sensible Ding
Policy, explained "there is more hope on the
local level," because it is a more realistic
approach than national legislation, and the
social effects of these new ideas will also be
more quickly evident. Swedlow also sug-
gested that local activism can be an extreme-
ly effective model for others.
The City of Hartford, and specifically
Painter, presented and organized the confer-
ence, while Trinity provided space (the
Washington Room), as well as food and
staff. Trinity's interest in this issue is impor-
tant as a mode of outreach to the communi-
ty and also as a way to create a safer envi-
ronment for students when they explore
Hartford.
At the end of the conference, there were
breakout sessions in which participants cre-
ated a concrete plan as to what the next steps
should be to respond to this epidemic. The
focus was on policies, effective treatment,
and youth.
A large and divisive issue during the
oner for one year costs an average of
$27,700 without any special programs, and
the cost rises to the mid-$30,000s with spe-
cific programs, almost equal to the tuition
for Trinity College.
Roger Goodman, the Director of the
Drug Policy Project and an attorney from
King County, Washington, and suggested
that instead of detaining law-breakers, the
DOC should immediately shift them to
social services that focus on solutions. This
way the money used to incarcerate criminals
can be transferred to make the services more
"Addiction is a complex process with social, person-
al, and biological factors"
- Ronald Fleming
conference was about how to deal with pris-
ons and punitive laws. Theresa Lantz, the
Commissioner of the Department of
Corrections (DOC), changed the mission
statement of prisons from one focused on
security and order to also emphasizing suc-
cessful reintegration for past offenders. She
indicated that 85 percent of persons in cor-
rectional facilities have substance abuse his-
tory but only 26 percent are receiving some
sort of treatment, and this still costs around
$11 million per year. She is attempting to
make prisons more effective, but the con-
stant reentry of offenders suggests that the
root problem is not being addressed.
Opponents argue that this ineffective-
ness costs taxpayers! an inconceivable
amount of money. Maureen Price-Boreland,
Executive Director of Community Partners
in Action indicated that maintaining a pris-
effective.
The lack of focus on recovery is
also evident in that users are eight times
more likey to overdose right after getting out
of prison than at .any other time in their life,
said Robert Heimer, an Associate Professor
at Yale University.
Michael Askew, Peer Service
Coordinator for the CT Community for
Addiction Recovery and a recovering addict,
said "the prison system closes doors to peo-
ple who need it most." When people contin-
ue to reappear in court due to a drug prob-
lem, judges just keep re-incarcerating, rather
than trying to address the root problem, he
continued.
The problem is so s: -'ere, because
"addiction is a complex process with social,
personal, and biological factors" that takes
an extraordinary amount of effort and
patience to be rid of," explained Ronald
Fleming, the Clinical Director at Alcohol
and Drug Recovery Centers. It is often com-
pounded with other problems, such as cross-
addiction and mental illness.
Askew suggested that a different
approach is needed to address all the com-
plex issues of addiction. He said that com-
passion, helping people to believe in them-
selves, and getting them receptive would be
successful. He also stressed the importance
of church involvement, especially with the
black community.
Over five speakers emphasized educa-
tion and housing as primary needs for suc-
cess, and these seem to be the most impor-
tant and unfortunately difficult barriers to
overcome. Education has shown in statistical
studies to be the most important factor in
staying off drugs by increasing self-respect
and decision-making skills, explained
Friedman. Price-Borland added that less
than two percent of incarcerated persons
have had some exposure to college and a
strong majority has not finished high school.
Swedlow also indicated that a felony nulli-
fies the possibility of federal financial aid for
education.
Housing is important in order to get
users off the street and help to alleviate the
pressure that often leads people to use drugs.
Providing for necessities allows the user to
focus more on recovery, limit temptation to
relapse.
Goodman suggested that Housing First
initiatives be enacted. In New York City, in a
project called Common Ground, the city
bought apartment buildings and filled it with
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continued from page 8
users, just for the purpose of get-
ting them off the street; as is
expected, there was opposition to
this, because it concentrates drug
users in one place.
A setback of current laws is
that history of a felony highly
complicates assistance in housing
and acquiring jobs, said Fleming.
Price-Borland suggested that we
must include businesses in this dia-
logue, because the hiring of crimi-
nals will become a real issue as
more people circulate out of the
DOC, "businesses must learn to
embrace this," she said. The cur-
rent laws in place limit efforts to
reintegrate past offenders to be
law-abiding citizens.
Barriers to effective policy and
services, however, are due to a dif-
ficulty in legislation. Attorney
David Biklen suggested that legis-
lators must appeal to their con-
stituents as being "tough on
crime," rather than "smart on
crime." During research studies,
there is also pressure to not be
truthful in committees if criticizes
the current system. Finally, treat-
ment communities do not explain
treatment to policy-makers effec-
tively, and they do not have con-
sensus as to what is the best treat-
ment. This gives legislators an
unclear message for action.
Other barriers are that there is
a significant lack of communica-
tion between the cities in
Connecticut. A concerned citizen
explained that there are 169
municipalities in the state, but
there is no county leadership to
bring all the cities together. An
effective way to increase coopera-
tion would be to break down this
regionalization.
Numerous speakers also advo-
cated the reinstatement of Drug
Courts in Hartford, designed for
non-violent drug offenders. Judge
Jorge Simon of the New Haven
Drug Court explained that their
creation was meant to alleviate the
pressure on the prison system.
These courts are specific to the
needs of drug abusers, but there is
a significant shortage of resources
for them to be very effective,
Simon said.
Other ideas floated throughout
the 'conference, as well. Goodman
discussed the idea of community
policing as being more effective,
because the officers would be able
to identify with the neighborhoods
more. Price-Borland suggested
that family support systems must
be strengthened, because families
become worn out from dealing
with an addicted individual for
such a long time. She also suggest-
ed the need to change media por-
trayal, because it shows communi-
ties in a discouraging way that
reinforces depressive attitudes.
Controversial ideas were also
strong throughout the conference.
Jack Cole, from Law Enforcement
Against Prohibition, argued that
the drug war is failing miserably
and that the United States should
cut its losses and legalize drugs;
every year, the U.S. loses $69 bil-
lion in this effort. Violence and
criminal behaviors are also a result
of the illegality of drugs.
Mark Kinzly of Yale
University expressed the need for
needle exchange programs to
decrease outbreaks of HIV/AIDS
and Hepatitis B and C. Since
addiction is a chronic disease that
takes time to cure, society's role
should be to minimize the dangers
associated with it. He gave empiri-
cal evidence on the increased safe-
ty resulting from needle exchange.
Finally, Heimer discussed the
extremely controversial issue of
heroin maintenance programs,
which have been implemented in
Switzerland and the Netherlands.
It is especially relevant since
Friedman indicated that heroin is
now equal to crack cocaine as the
biggest problem in Hartford. These
centers would be a place for indi-
viduals to use heroin.
Heimer suggests that in its
pure form, heroin is very cheap.
These clinics would only adminis-
ter pure heroin at a price of five
dollars per day. This would elimi-
nate crime that is associated with
street prices and would be safer
because there would be no danger
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This process, at its conclusion,
might see more student involve-
ment in the activities of the
trustees. Under the status quo, the
Student Government Association
president is the bridge between the
students and die trustees. The cur-
rent SGA president, Narin Prum
'06, believes the restructuring is a
beneficial act for the students. "I
believe these changes will only
help Trinity. As we continue to
move forward as an institution we
must be able to adapt to the chang-
ing tunes. These changes allow the
board of trustees, the major gov-
erning board of the College, to be
able to do more and not go through
too much red tape," he said.
Prum stated the SGA has fol-
lowed a similar restructuring and
has ... "stripped away committees
(not including the budget commit-
tee) and has created them in [its]
by-laws section of the constitu-
tion." The idea is to allow the SGA
to dynamically change with the
times more easily.
After the restructuring, stu-
dents may have more opportunities
to participate in the stewardship of
the campus. "I feel that this course
of events will greatly benefit us,"
SamerDweik '09 said. "To be able
to participate in the way things are
run on this campus can allow us to
make Trinity an even better place."
MescAc
Colby: Beyond sitting in the classroom, Waterville
native Henry Beck '09 also wants to sit on the city coun-
cil. At 19, he is one of the youngest people ever to run -
- but he prefers to focus on issues, not age. "The priori-
ties I have are investing in our economy and our schools,
and programs for our neighborhoods. That's what is
most important, not age," he told WLBZ-TV. Even
though this race is an uncontested one, that isn't stop-
ping Henry Beck from going door to door, with his ulti-
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The Importance of Being Organic: Get Rid of the Junk
LINDSAY DAKAN
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
This semester I have been working a
few afternoons a week in a Hartford after-
school art program. After each session is
over and we have cleaned all the paint off
the tables (and ourselves), we take the kids
down the block to the corner store. They
usually get about 50 cents or a dollar each,
and for that amount they can choose from
the wide selection of cheaply priced chips,
candy, or soda. We know that the kids do
not get enough to eat at home, and this is
just one small gesture we can make. But of
course, we cannot help wondering what
overweight. We have been conditioned
(with no small help from the mass market-
ing power of the food industry) to crave
foods that are high in fat and sugar. When
one can get a meal at McDonald's for under
four dollars, with enough calories to last
for days, why would they feel the need to
buy fresh produce or a gallon of milk? And
why would a child at school eat a nutritious
lunch when sweet, alluring, and cheap
vending machine products are staring them
in the face? Even hot school lunches leave
something to be desired in terms of nutri-
tion, and often school districts pressed for
cash will contract lunches out to fast food
And why would a child at school eat a nutritious
lunch when sweet, alluring, and cheap vending
machine products are staring them in the face?
good we are doing by providing these chil-
dren just empty calories and a sugar high.
The sad fact is that many U.S. children
subsist on such processed foods, and the
problem is arguably more concentrated
among those lower on the socioeconomic
scale. Obesity has reached epidemic pro-
portions in our society and around the
world. According to the WorldWatch
Institute's "Vital Signs 2001: The Trends
That Are Shaping Our Future," one 1 bil-
lion people around the world are over-
weight, and in the United States 61 percent
of adults and 20 percent of children are
chains.
The fact that these "empty" foods are
much more available, both in terms of
sheer amount and affordability, also con-
tributes to our ignorance of how poverty,
malnutrition, and obesity are inextricably
linked. Processed foods like chips and soda
have a much longer shelf life, are full of
cheap fillers, and are easily manufactured
in mass quantities. Contrast that with the
process of cultivating a farm and the short
window of opportunity for fresh food and
you start to see the problem. If you want
quality in this economy, you've got to pay
10 Ten
JJ- Pest Things to Co*we
Out of the'80s
10. Slap bracelets. Especially after they got
banned at school.
9. Neon spandex.
8. Madonna. She was way cooler pre-Kabbalah
(and with a cone bra).
7. Hair metal. Now that was quality music.
6. The class of 2006 (and 2007). Juniors and
seniors are just superior.
5. Hair crimpers, Scrunchies, Anything to do
with '8os hairstyles, actually.
4. Pong. And Oregon Trail. Their enduring
power can be attested to by the prevalence of
facebook clubs memorializing their awesome-
ness.
3. Full House. Mainly for launching the media
empire (and dumpster chic fashion icons)
known as the Olsen twins.
2. MTV. Video killed the radio star, bitches.
1. Fraggle Rock.
for it, and this goes for every-
thing, including food. While
most people associate poverty
with malnutrition and being
underweight, the reality in
American society is that it's not
so much a lack-of-food problem
as it is a lack-of-nutritious food
problem, especially in low
income areas; one can be "well-
fed" but malnourished. This,
combined with the fact that we
live in an increasingly sedentary
society, leads one to conclude
that we have on our hands all the
requisite elements for an emerg-
ing public health crisis that will
likely affect more and more peo-
ple the lower one descends on socioeco-
nomic ladder (although none of us is
immune).
Such situations are ones we must
attempt to avoid. Access to food is a basic
human right; it's obvious if you don't have
basics such as shelter, water, and food, then
it is much more difficult to ensure other
needs are satisfied. However, nothing in
our legal structure or socially conditioned
attitudes guarantees these life basics. The
very foundations of life are treated like any
other consumer product, and thus they
hinge on a have/have-not mentality. It is a
very dangerous trend that access to life's
basics and the quality of those basics are
dependent upon* one's ability to pay, and
www.tribuneindia.com
Some of the more common junk food offenders.
unfortunately it mostly goes unnoticed
(e.g., the bottled water industry's ability to
take water, the stewardship of which is
arguably a public trust, and privatize it as a
commodity to be bought and sold for prof-
it). When a profit motive becomes associ-
ated with access, the ability to ensure the
fulfillment of a basic human need is severe-
ly threatened, and we, as a "civilized" soci-
ety, take another step backwards.
Now let's bring it back home again.
Hartford is rated 166th out of 169 towns in
Connecticut in "community food security"
according to a recent study conducted by
the University of Connecticut, Hartford
see EAT on page 14
THE SAGA OF A MISSING CAR
The unbelievable but true story of a runaway vehicle
JOANNA HECHT
MANAGING EDITOR
My car has been living the life of a
fugitive for the past few weeks, covertly
shifting from spot to spot, empty of identi-
fying papers, dodging the knowing glances
of the stranger who has my original set of
car keys.
, My saga began a few Sunday nights
ago, when a friend called and asked if I
could give her a ride to get doughnuts for
her mentees. Being the reluctantly nice per-
son that I am, I agreed. As the time
approached, I gathered my things:
wallet, check; jacket, check;
keys ...
Where are my keys? I pon-
dered.
I am absentminded, so when 1
lost my car keys, I was frustrated, but
not surprised. I merely assumed that
when I came home from dinner that
Saturday night and tossed my purse
carelessly onto my bed, they fell out
and were hiding somewhere in the
abyss that is the space between my bed and
the heater.
My panic started to grow as I tore apart
my Wheaton single looking for them. Now,
those rooms have their advantages, like
those handy shelves above the heaters on
which you can put your potted plants or
books, but I wouldn't call them huge.
There are only so many places a big key-
chain with keys, a flashlight, and those
handy Stop'n'Shop cards that get you dis-
counts can hide. I stripped the sheets off
my bed, emptied out my closet, pulled out
my under-the-bed storage boxes, and shook
out my floor mats. Nothing.
With a note of panic in my voice, I
called Mather front desk and campus safe-
ty, asking if they had found a set of keys to
a Chevy with a flashlight on the keyring,
Neither had a set that matched my descrip-
tion. I went back to searching.
After a solid hour of finding nothing
but dead bugs and dust bunnies, I decided
to retrace my steps. I walked down the
Jackson steps and to the Halden lot, where
I had left my car the night before - that's
right, faculty parking. It occurred to me
that I might have left my keys
inside the car, and it would not
have been the first time. Upon
further reflection, I remember
playing with my keychain
flashlight on the way back to the
dorm, but just in case my memory
was faulty, I used the dim glow of my
i-cll phone to examine the interior.
Again, my efforts were futile.
I walked the path between my car
and my room again, to no avail. I
resigned myself to the inevitable: I would
have to call my parents and get them to
mail my spare set. They would sigh, shake
their heads, and overnight it the next day. I
called Campus Safety and explained the
situation to the friendly dispatcher, who
agreed to not tow my car out of faculty
parking for a day or two.
Tuesday afternoon, the wait was over.
That evening, I proudly marched towards
my car, spare key in hand, ready to move it
to the open space I had spotted in front of
see PHANTOM on page 13
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Around Trinity
AT feels refreshed after this weekend. Not
because AT stayed sober, because AT didn't, but
because AT lives for weekends that involve cos-
tumes. Regardless of the circumstances of the
events, someone is always making an ass of
him/herself, and that makes for good entertain-
ment. Thus, it goes without saying that the y8os
party provides endless amusement for AT, and for
you, AT's loyal reader. Rad!
An Unfortunate Case of Crossdressing
A wonderful rumor has been circulating around
campus this week, involving a certain senior and a
pair of woman's jeans. Said senior went to the
thrift store, looking for a particularly tight set of
jeans to wear to ... you guessed it, the '80s party!
After squeezing on the jeans, and marvelling how
wonderful they made his derriere look, he found
he was unable to remove them, no matter how
hard he tried. Trapped in a pair of acid washes,
this noble student did not bemoan his fate, but
rather got creative. He paid for his pants while
they were still on, drove home, and then had his
friends cut them off his body. Excellent thinking,
young man! But for future reference, try spandex
nstead.
Send in the Clowns
Cirque de Soleil may be in town, but AT was not
aware that they actually came to campus,
apparently a few of the clowns ran away to col-
lege, however, because no fewer than 10 unicy-
st5-w.are,.sg,̂ q..4gv^_tipg around campus early
Sunday morning. Ranging in age and ability, they
furiously pedaled their way through the LSC
courtyard, and attracted quite a few stares in the
process. Unless this is a strange new pledging ritu-
al, AT hopes that in the future there will be
tightrope walkers and tigers, as well.
A Word of Advice
To the young ladies sporting the men's button-
downs at '80s: it may be funny on a guy, it is,
how do you say, slutty? on a girl. Not to mention
dangerous. And cold. But AT still applauds the cre-
ativity. After all, is that not what this party is all
about? Therefore, the first annual WTF costume
award, goes to you! Congratulations!
Locked in a Box ... er, Bathroom
AT heard that several gentlemen attempted to
use the door handle of their bathroom (in the
absence of a bottle opener) to open up a beverage
this past weekend. Their ingenue was rewarded
when they broke the door handle and were locked
in the bathroom for four hours as a result. AT
says well done, Gents, well done.
La Paloma Sabanerai A Taste of
the Islands Just Minutes Away
CHRISTOPHER MOORE
FEATURES WRITER
A hip new spot for progres-
sive thinkers to convene, La
Paloma Sabanera, the newest cafe
to bless Frog Hollow, is quickly
making its name known through
their books, coffee, art, music and
more. Last week, the Tripod sat
down with Luis Cotto, co-founder
of La Paloma Sabanera.
Trinity Tripod: So where does the
name La Paloma Sabanera come
from?
Luis Cotto: La paloma sabanera
translated means "the dove of the
savannah," though it really refers
to the plains pigeon of Puerto
Rico. This bird is an endangered
species which can only be found
in our hometown of Cidra, Puerto
Rico.
T.T.: Are you yourself from Cidra
or is that where your family
comes from?
LC: I was born and raised in
Hartford, as were my sisters, the
other co-founders of the cafe. My
father first came here to work in
the tobacco fields of Windsor.
Back in that day, tobacco compa-
nies would come to Puerto Rico
to recruit employees. This was
very seasonal work, though, so
we spent our childhood moving
.pack. .an.d. forth between.Puerto
Rico and Hartford until I was
about 10, at which point we
any Spanish at all, but still
deserve to know about their cul-
tural heritage. We also offer a
wide range of coffees, from
Puerto Rico, Guatemala, and
Mexico, and our cocoa comes
from the Dominican Republic.
The art that we have we either
own or it has been loaned to us.
Our two largest pieces are actual-
ly photographs taken by a Trinity
Professor and fellow
spectrum?
LC: We're involved politically
only in the way that we're very
open to people using our space
for their own agendas, and so
often times people look to us as a
center for action. We had a large
event for the Grito de Lares,
which was an attempted revolt in
1868 on the part of the Puerto
Rican people against Spanish
control. We also had an event
The staff of La Paloma Sabanera.
Puertorriqueno Pablo Delano.
T.T.: !Tow else is Trinity
involved with La Paloma?
LC: Individual professors and
; ipmbers of. Jrinfe'^ coj^yinity.
simply become involved with om
work. Pablo Delano approached
"We also have events... such as poetry
readings, forums with local politicians, and
more." -Luis Cotto
The outside of the cafe is as inviting as the interior.
Lindsay North
stayed in Connecticut.
T.T.: So what is La Paloma
Sabanera?
LC: It's a cafe and bookstore
whose works are completely ded-
icated to Latino authors and
issues. We offer books, coffee,
music, and more, though the real
product is the idea of a place out-
side of home where likeminded
people can come together. When
we first proposed the idea of a
Latino cafti and bookstore, a lot of
people had their doubts. They
said, "Why would you want to try
and compete against Barnes &
Noble and Borders," or worse,
that Latinos didn't read. I'm so
glad to say that they were com-
pletely wrong. We can't replenish
our stock enough to keep up with
demand. It's a great problem to
have.
T.T.: Let's discuss the different
products that make up La Paloma.
LC: Well the first thing to discuss
would be our books. As I men-
tioned before, we're the only
bookstore to focus on Latino
authors and issues in both
Spanish and English, and I think
that's very important. There's a
great book store in New York City
that focuses on Latino themes,
but only offers books in Spanish,
and there are a lot of Hispanic
people raised here in Hartford
that aren't comfortable with their
Spanish or perhaps don't speak
us and said he had some pieces he
wanted to donate to the cafe". We
work with Professor Anne
Lambright to coordinate poetry
readings by Latino poets. A stu-
dent in Luis Figueroa's freshman
seminar is filming a documentary
on our cafe1. We have a number of
students who come to our read-
ings, jazz concerts, films,
etcetera, but there's no sense of
Trinity saying "oh we need to
help out our Puerto Rican neigh-
bors down the street." Any con-
nection with the college is built
from genuine interest by faculty
and students.
T.T.: You mentioned the read-
ings, the jazz, and the films.
What are these events? •
LC: Well we have a jazz series
every other Saturday; the next
one being Nov. 5. We have our
Kino Cafe movie night every
Tuesday, which is coordinated by
the Capital Cinema Collective,
where we screen documentaries,
and feature films, and which has
featured student films from the
University of Hartford. We also
have events that pop up on ran-
dom evenings, such as poetry
readings, forums with local politi-
cians, and more. The best way to
stay up to date with our events is
to visit our website at
www.lapalomasabanera.com.
T.T.: What role does La Paloma
Sabanera play in the political
www.lapalomasabanera.com
commemorating the late Filiberto
Ojeda Rfos, an activist who was
killed in an altercation with FBI
agents in Puerto Rico last month
Tlift people, of Hartford pxx$ of
looked to us to see what we iis A
community should do, and so we
held a sort of processing evening.
About thirty people showed up
and we discussed what happened,
issues people had, and so on. We
really try to open our doors to
activists in the community. There
are so many good people out
there who can't find even a street
corner to meet. All that said, we
still stay conscious of the fact that
we're very young as a business,
and try not to stretch ourselves
too thin.
T.T.t This is very true; La Paloma
is still very young. Where do you
see the business going in the next
year, two years?
LC: The cafe1 has really grown
leaps and bounds in this first year.
of existence, and who knows
where we'll be one year, two
years, down the line. The goal is
and has always been, as I said
before, to create a third place for
people, away from work and
home, where they can meet with
likeminded people and to spur
growth in the community.
T.T.: Well I think you're headed
in the right direction. Thank you
very much for taking some time
to speak with the Tripod.
La Paloma Sabanera cafe and
bookstore is on the corner of
Capitol Ave. and Babcock St. It's
open from seven to six Monday
through Friday and from ten to
six on Saturdays, and stays open
late for any evening events on a
given night. Visit their website at
lapaolmasabanera.com or you
can contact Luis Cotto at
luis_cotto @ lapalomasabanera .c
om.
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The unrelenting downpour of this past
week has left us with no choice but to
acknowledge another harsh New England
winter. This season's absolutely final
chance to model swimwear has now come
and gone (Psi U's "Tropical") and it's now
officially necessary to break out some
extreme winter gear. Basically, anything
goes as long as it keeps you toasty.
This year, in addition to such staples as
Burberry scarves and black North Face
fleeces (props if you sport another color),
are more cape-like woolen scarves.
Straight from the Scottish Highlands, these
scarves are pretty much blankets and are
hot in more ways than one (get it? haha).
For actual survival this season, boots
are definitely key. L. L. Bean's traditional
"Bean Boots" are obviously a solid choice.
But, this year, J. Crew has upped these
classics a notch with their new "Duck
Boots": a Bean Boot twin lined in soft rab-
bit fur and trimmed in plaid. Either option
will keep you dry. If your goal is to stay dry
(as it should be), UGG Boots never really
satisfied this requirement. And since they
just don't suffice in the fashion department
anymore, there is no reason to be caught
wearing them (except for the fact that
everyone and their mothers purchased new
UGG boots last spring in preparation for
this winter).
While shearling is no longer trendy on
your feet, from your ankles up, it's defi-
nitely, definitely fetch. Stop by Christian
Dior for their sheaVling-tealviafofjfeket'
or Theory for a more extensive Collection
of shearling-lined apparel. While at
Theory, you should probs grab one of the
brand's blazers in black or chocolate
brown.
If you're intimidated by the formalness
of a tailored blazer, try a shrunken tweed or
hound's-tooth one. They are way stylish
and available anywhere from American
Eagle to Valentino Red. Purchase one and
marvel at their indispensability and ability
to adapt to any outfit.
While blazers tend to smarten up any
outfit, sometimes this just isn't desired. An
unfortunate trend that's continuing to trick-
le down from Tinsel Town's Mary Kate
Olsen and her crew is that of completely
www.saks.com
juicy's velour sweatsuit is a classic.
dressing like utter crap except for the pres-
ence of a posh bag. No one cares about
your 985702938 dollar purse if you utilize
the local dumpster as your closet. I prom-
ise.
As far as bags go, bigger is better.
Whether you accessorize with a legit
Balenciaga or the sweet look-alikes now
available at Target, be sure to super-size
your bag. If a part-time job has enabled you
to spend mad loot on a new tote, or, I guess,
if you have unlimited access to Daddy's
plastic (lame), I recommend a purchase
from le plus chic Celine. Or Marc Jacobs.
I'm a huge fan of this season's Marc Jacobs
bags because they look like old-school
Chanel, but they're Marc, and they're basi-
cally classic and fresh at the same time.
Speaking of old-school Chanel, pick up
a pair of their tan, black-toed ballet flats.
There is honestly no competition between a
pair of these and the new pink Chanel flats.
There is literally no excuse for the obnox-
ious overstatement provided by the gaudi-
ness of the pepto-pink color and the tacki-
ness of the overbearing logo on the toe. I'm
telling you, Coco would not be happy at all.
For another timeless shoe, try Salvatore
Ferragamo's classic flats in navy blue or
black.
The only night a year on which such
classic footwear will just not do is
Halloween. Instead of Chanel or
Ferragamo, try a glass slipper on for size.
Or a pair of ruby slippers (available in Oz).
And as you prepare your banging costume
for this year's holiday, please remember
that "slut" ; is not a legit costume.
" '<3ngin'ality is very, very^A wmerffPcorrSi
to Halloween so please refrain from the tra-
ditional Cowgirl and Nurse costumes. And,
don't forget to go Trick-or-Treating (you
are never ever too old for free candy).
Make sure you eat your winnings until you
feel like you're going to die. Because, like,
after all, Halloween is really all about
death.
As I feel that I will inevitably have to
address the topic, I would like to get it off
my shoulders now. Literally. To pop or not
to pop? Is a popped collar actually cool, for
real? Project E Vintage sells some sick
recycled polo shirts with such phrases writ-
ten on the underside of the collar as "tennis,
anyone?" or "preppy". In this case, it is
absolutely essential to pop in order for the
shirt to reach its full potential. But aren't
these shirts just making fun of the prepsters
of the world? All I know is that it's inar-
guably legit to go all-out preppy.
If you're going to pop your collar (or,
I guess, all eight of them), be sure to go
heavy on the starch. And while you're at it,
throw on a pair of plaid pants, a vineyard
vines belt, and a pair of boat shoes. You
could also walk around with your lacrosse
stick. Or an oar. Now, that's what I call
sexy. And maybe a little bit ironic at the
same time?
Whatever. Irony is so hot right now as
in "isn't it ironic that people still believe
that Nick and Jessica are breaking up?"
Also ironic is the inexplicable, everlasting
coolness of Juicy Couture and, more
specifically Juicy Couture velour. I don't
care if you match your pre-teen sister when
decked-out in a full-on burgundy Juicy suit
- that's the whole point.
Pick up a pair of Juicy's sassy Softball
socks to put the final kick into the ensem-
ble. I swear that I will be an advocate for P
& G's scrumptious confections until I lie
dead in my velour-lined coffin. And that,
my friends, is what you need to know for
fall.
THE TRINCOLL PARKING LOTS
continued from page 11
Wiggins. I started to unlock the driver's
side door, when I realized it was, in fact,
unlocked. Actually, my car was in approxi-
mately the same spot it had been the last
time I'd seen it, but it was turned the other
way. I never back into spaces, but there my
little blue Chevy was, backed into a space.
I thought about it for a moment; had I
lous practical joke. I stopped short when I
realized that she's currently somewhere in
rural India on her study abroad program.
I've ruled out all my other friends, who
I'm sure would have come forward by now.
I do have a few clues about the perpetra-
tor's identity. He can't be too tall, because
I'm rather short and the seat hadn't been
moved. She couldn't have actually wanted
But when it comes down to it, I really have no idea
who moved my car.
backed in and left my driver's side door
unlocked? But then I remembered two
things. First, I had to use my phone to look
for my keys in the car because I couldn't
open any of the doors. Secondly, when
pulling in to the spot, my friends and I were
talking about Professor Eric Vogt, who we
watched get into his car, _,..^.~.
parked next to mine. We
had an awkward, no ;
you get in your car, no ..
you pull in the space
moment. This could
only mean one thing:
someone had moved my
Someone found my car keys, locat-
ed the car they open, and either went
for a very short joy ride (the needle for
the gas gauge was on E when I parked it) or
simply turned it around in its parking spot.
My thoughts immediately turned to my
friend Sandi; Saudi would do something
like this. Oh, that Sandi. I started to dial her
number spjvve couldlaugh about her ridicu-
my car, because she would have taken it.
But when it comes down to it, I really have
no idea who moved my car.
I called Campus Safety to ask for
advice. The officer I talked to said that I
could get my locks changed, but that it
would probably cost a lot. As someone who
is saving up for some European gal-
livanting next semester, this
9 option just doesn't fit into my
budget.
So I've taken the
budget option: I've bor-
rowed "The Club" from
my friend, which I dili-
gently lock on every
time I park on campus.
I've removed my registration and
insurance cards from the glove compart-
ment. But despite my precautions, I still
look around suspiciously every time I get
out of my car, thinking that perhaps some-
one will appear out of the shadows to move
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Eat Healthy to Live Better
and to Help the Economy
continued from page 11
Food System and the Connecticut Food
Policy Council. Community food security
looks at whether community members
have access to nutritious food on a regular
basis and whether a community is able to
practice a degree of self-reliance in provid-
ing for its own needs. Based on a number
of indicators, the researchers found an
consumption much closer to home. There
are a number of "Farm to School" pro-
grams in place across the state and country
that introduce fresh, local produce into the
eating habits of children in public schools,
and Trinity is doing its part with
Chartwells' "Farm-to-Fork" program,
which purchases food from a distributor
that works exclusively with Connecticut
By rejecting... corporatized sources of food in favor
of local sources, not only do you bow to a higher ideal
of social justice, you do yourself a favor, nutritionally ...
explicit tie between socioeconomic status
and community food security. Pretty obvi-
ous, right? It's probably so obvious that we
accept this inequality as the natural order of
things, but when we accept that access to
basic human needs is dependent upon
economic status, then the whole
concept of satisfaction of these
needs as human rights disap-
pears. Obviously, this prob-
lem is much bigger than all of
us, but there are actions we
can take locally to promote
food as a human right and
ensure community food secu-
rity.
One action is supporting local-
ly grown initiatives. Locally-grown food
provides needed nutrition to communities,
infuses money into the local economy,
helps preserve working farmland and fam-
ily farms, and brings our conscientiousness
the "whole process of food production, and
farms. It is extremely important to be
aware of and support such initiatives,
because they have the ability to grow,
expand, and improve. This in turn will have
a positive impact for all of us in such areas
as nutrition, access to food, local/family
farming, the local economy, and the
environment. The crisis of our eat-
ing habits consists in an over-
abundance of "empty" foods;
foods high in calories and
fat but largely devoid of any
nutritional value. Capitalist
economics engenders mass
production of cheap products
and the commodification of our
rights. By rejecting globalized,
corporatized sources of food in favor of
local sources, not only do you bow to a
higher ideal of social justice, you do your-
self a favor, nutritionally, as well. So you
see, you can make a difference through the




The Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center at the Institute of
Living at Hartford Hospital is looking for healthy
individuals (between the ages of 18-40) to participate in an
fMRI investigation on the effects of alcohol on driving.
Qualifying participants will be asked to come in for 2 days
and will be compensated at $20/hour. If you are interested in




Pamplemousse knows that all of you weensy people are afraid.
And really, why wouldn't you be? You people have no sense of
fashion, eat disgusting food such as Le Big Mac and do not enjoy
enough wine, cheese, or croUjaint. Pamplemousse would be
very afraid too. This week, the esteemed astrologer and psychic
has targeted what each of you fears the most so that you may
overcome your fear, of, say, komodo dragons. Bonne chancel
AoUAftJUS
O A W U A P L V 20 -
Leo
Oui_y 23 - A U G U S T 22
It is fine to not know what you Want to do
With your Life but that is no excuse for
turning your friends into the test subjects
for your Latest whim to be the next Dr.
PhiL- no one reaLLy Wants to have to con-
front the skeletons in their closet they
acquired over the Weekend.
Lucky Phobia: Linonophobia
PfSCGS
Pe&ft-UAft-y 19 - MAft.cH 20
On Saturday night you and your chosen
might have challenged TomVLat far public
dispLays of affection but that shouldn't
continue during dayLight hours. -UoLding
hands or a LittLe kiss is parfait but having
a complete saliva transfusion over Lunch
is just tacky.
Lucky PhMa-. tjeniophobia
TV this year has reVeaLed to us
aLL that sometimes the only thing to do in
a situation is dance. \Vhether you Like to
do on tabLe tops a La Paris or in sequin
outfits whiLe twirling around a dance floor
doing your best impression of kleLLy
Ivjonaco, it aLL Works.
Lucky Phobia-, -fjtasibasiphobia
A U G U S T 23 - S E O T E M & E A . 22
You have recent^/ made a major decision in
your Life to quit drinking. r\o, realLy, you are
going to do it this time. ALL of those sug-
ary drinks the £>ex and the City girls made
popular are just adding more calories to
your diet and you have incurred one too
many injuries from unknown causes
Lucky Phobia: Lutraphobia
L.I&O.A
2 1 - APft-iL 19
6hoot for the unpredictable. Your actions
should be even more spontaneous than
Jessica iimpson on a shopping spree on
ELodeo Prive. \VhoeVer said that you
shouLd aLways think before you act has
cLearly never had any fun in their Life so
just Let yourself go.
Lucky Phobia: kioinoniphobia
- O C T O C E O . 22
Even though the show is trendy, it is a
major faux pas to be as desperate as one
of the housewives on Wisteria Lane.
Indulge in something that is just for you
Like a cute pair of shoes or a weekend hoL-
iday. I personally enjoy a Warm bubble bath
With a bottle of merlot. Cest parfait.
Lucky Phobia-. Tropophobia
A P R . I L 20 - MAy 20
Yet again Paris J-liLton has provided us aLL
With a Very important Life Lesson. If you are
a putaln to your friends and blow them off
for the Latest CJVeek shipping heir then
soon you wiLL have none. You don't Want
to be known as that person who used to
have a good social Life.
Lucky Phobia: N/jycrophobia
OCTO&ER. 23 - NoVEM&Eft. 21
Pon't fret, mes cherts, everything Works
out in the end. just Like in the movies.
Lately, your Life has been filled With more
bittersweet melancholy than the Latest
Cameron Crowe flick. Cjet ready for a big
change in your Life, inVoLving Lots of melo-
drama and unnaturaLLy attractive people.
Lucky Phobia: WaLLoonphobia
MAy 2 1 - O U W G 21
Your siLLy LittLe president has made it offi-
ciaL that you no longer need to have any
credentials in order to get a government
job. Even though you may not be Looking
for a supreme court nomination, this
should alleviate your stress over not get-
ting that internship you Wanted.
Lucky Phobia: Peccatophobia
- OECEM&Eft. 21
Searching for Love can be Like Looking for
a needle in a haystack. WhiLe you are
spending aLL of your time Waiting for some-
thing to happen you are missing what is
aLready going on around you. There wil l ,
always be time for romance but there is
only one time for now.
Lucky Phobia Xanthophobia
O U W E 22 - Oui_y 22
You have been pining away after that spe-
cial someone for far too Long. It is time to
make a decision to face the music or move
on. If your crush st i l l hasn't reaLized how
amazing you are then they are foolish and
you shouLd give your affection to someone
more Worthy.
Lucky Phobia: ALliumphobia
£>ECEM&E0- 22 - OANUAftJ/ 19
A small act of kindness truly does make a
difference. Next time you find yourself in a
position to help, take that extra step
because a Wonderful new friendship WiLL
result from your actions. Now if only I
could get 6 J P and kOm CattraLL to heed
my advice so that the girls could reunite.
Lucky Phobia: ZyLophobia







"I just want some chicken!" Hillary
Bennett '07 (a vegetarian) yelled as she
jumped into the lap of John Cosgriff '07.
This was actually not the sick result of the
Tripod's efforts at blind-date matchmaking
-just the beginning of Friday's improvisa-
tion show by Movable Joints.
The members of Movable Joints were
playing an improv game called the Dating
Show. Bennett, as the bachelorette, inter-
rogated three bachelors with
various disorders or person-
ality quirks suggested by the
audience. A necrophiliac,
Colonel Sanders, and Uncle
Jesse from Full House were
chosen as the bachelors' per-
sonalities, while suggestions
of Tourrettes and leprosy
were turned down. While
Dave Mason '07 described a
sexy first date at the morgue
and Jordan DeMarco '07
displayed a freakishly good
memory of the hit '80s show
(right down to the name of
Uncle Jesse's band The
Rippers), Bennett chose
Bachelor #2: Cosgriff's por-





Trinity Chapel will present a conceit by
French organ virtuoso and master impro-
visateur, Pierre Pincemaille. He will per-
form works by Bach and three French com-
posers before ending the concert with an
improvisation on a theme to be decided by
Trinity organ students.
The concert, free to Trinity students, is
the first in a series of Twilight Tuesday
musical programs and will be held
Tuesday, Nov. 1 at 5 p.m. in the Trinity
College Chapel.
Pierre Pincemaille comes to us from
Paris, where he is a professor of harmony at
the Conservatoire National Superieur de
Musique de Paris, France's most presti-
gious music school. In addition,
Pincemaille is Titular Organist of the
Cathedral-Basilica of St. Denis, the first
major gothic structure in the world built in
1136.
The winner of five First Prizes from the
National Music Conservatory in Paris,
Pincemaille earned even more top prizes in
improvisation from the famous Chartres
International Organ Competition.His
career as both a recitalist and orchestral
soloist has taken him throughout Europe,
North America, Russia, China, and South
Africa.
While holding two very prominent
positions at St. Denis and the conservatory,
Pincemaille has also remained in the spot-
light for his dazzling and masterful improv-
isations. According to The Birmingham
News, AL, his "improvisation on a submit-
ted theme was truly stunning...a master
andorchestrator, stirring communicator
visionary musical designer."
Throughout the millennia-old history
of the pipe organ, the instrument has been
alternately embraced and shunned by the
Church. After the fall of the Roman Empire
and the subsequent loss of the organ to
We'stem Europe, the instrument didn't re-
www.zikinf.com
Pincemaille plays at Trinity on Nov. 1.
emerge in that area until 757, when it
appeared in the Court of Pepin the Short,
father of Charlemagne. It took another 200
years for the organ to return to the Church.
For some, the awe-inspiring medieval
organ symbolized God's almighty pres-
ence.
The early church organ was used to
accompany some chant and improvised
BEN SCHACHT
chicken-loving Colonel.
Movable Joints is an improv troupe:
none of their lines are scripted. For each
game, they take suggestions for setting, sit-
uation, or characters from the audience and
improvise a usually hilarious sketcli around
the suggested theme. The members of
Movable Joints practice twice a week, and j
their humor and chemistry with each other j
are evident at shows. "I am just so pleased
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
What is Surrealism? When asked, most
people can probably recognize that it as a
movement in art and can probably connect
it to some big names like Dali, Magritte
and Breton. It is also not uncommon to
find famous Surrealist paintings, repro-
duced in poster form, adorning the walls of
college dorm rooms. But beyond these few
observations, what is left to say?
Several students from a variety of aca-
demic disciplines came together last
Thursday evening in a discussion spon-
sored by Trinity's Philosophy Club to
address precisely this question.
Conversation revolved around Andre
Breton's first Surrealist Manifesto, pub-
lished in 1924, and the 1929 Surrealist film
Un chien andalou written by Salvador Dali
and Louis Bunuel. Breton's strategy for
artistic and literary creation placed heavy
emphasis on spontaneity and free associa-
tion. Un chien andalou is a silent, black
and white collection of odd images and
objects ripped away from the contexts in
which we usually view them (prominent
among these is the scene in which a
deranged man drags two grand pianos with
dead, bloody horses on top of them).
Surrealism was a movement in art in
literature that revolved around several
artists and authors in France. These men
sought to free art from its rather boring
rationalism through ultra-spontaneous and
libra ry.thinkquest.com
Dali is the posterchild of Surrealism.
often superficially nonsensical writing and
painting. Surrealist art especially is char-
acterized by complex images that portray
objects as unstable or illusory. This means,
for example, that what appears a fruit bowl
may really be a face, as in Dali's famous
painting "Apparition of a Face and Fruit
Dish on a Beach."
This form of artistic creativity had
political consequences as well. Surrealism
sought to show the limits of a bourgeois
focus on rationality and utility, illustrating
the whole rich world of images and words
that aren't subject to the constraining and
boring rules of rationality.
Surrealism's political implications and
involvement with the Communist Party in
France produced lively exchanges at
Thursday's discussion. Students, picking
up on the strong anti-bourgeois sentiments
see SURREALISM on page 16
see ORGAN on page 16
Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tillman, Pablo Delano, and
Joseph Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Arts program, at Trinity. Tillman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.
Chamber Music Recital
Tuesday, Nov. 1,8:00 p.m.
HamlinHall
An evening of chamber music from the Baroque and Classic eras, presented by
students and faculty coaches. Performed in Trinity's beautiful .soaring Gothic-style
refectory with warm acoustics (located across from Cinestudio).
Time Out! - Judy Dworwin Performance Ensemble
Thursday, Nov. 3 - Saturday, Nov. 5,7:30 p.m.
Charter Oak Cultural Center, 21 Charter Oak Avenue, Hartford
Step into and out of time with this 2005 premiere - a fanciful look at our efforts
to control time, only to find our timely devices controlling us. JDPE's highly-
acclaimed company introduces the edgy theme amidst a quirky landscape of charac-
ters who appear before time was discovered and chase the stars, becoming our tech-
nology-burdened soulmates of today searching for a minute or two of uninterrupted
time, never to be found. Our biological clocks are tickled in Time Out, and humored
into a realm where time becomes spatial and new dimensions of ourselves and the
world become possible. Time Out features a commissioned score by musician/com-
poser David Yih, made possible by a noted "Meet the Composer" grant from the
New England Foundation for the Arts.
Amadeus Ex Machina
Monday, Nov. 7 at 4:15 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19,3rd floor
Amadeus ex Machina is a senior thesis performance by Emily Fonnan for her
self-designed major in "Poetry, Prose, and Performance."
austinarts.org
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On tour across the States right now is
one of the biggest alt-rock billings that
you're likely to find for some time. It may
feel like a flashback to the late '90s, but the
Foo Fighters and Weezer have teamed up
for a nation-wide co-headlining arena tour,
and have brought along some semi-promis-
ing newer acts such as the Hot Hot Heat
and the Kaiser Chiefs along to open for
them. But even for such an
impressive lineup, the Oct. 15
show at Worcester's DCU center
was something special.
Trendy new-Wave revival
rockers Hot Hot Heat opened the
night with a set that was almost
exactly what everyone expected
from them going in. They weren't
great; they weren't terrible; they
weren't on stage very long. With
barely half an hour of stage time,
there wasn't a lot of time for show-
manship - not that a crowd that
was clearly eager for the later acts The Foo
would have been enthused by it anyway.
All in all, the opening set came across as a
brief plug for their latest album Elevator
with the obligatory playing of new singles
"Middle of Nowhere" and "Goodnight,
Goodnight" in addition to their 2003 break-
through hit "Bandages."
Oddly enough, the inter-set break was
nearly as long as the entire first set, which
seemed to set off a good bit of anxious
milling as Weezer fans jostled to get to
down out of the seated tiers and as close to
the front of the general admission pit as
possible. After a solid 25 minutes of inter-
mission, the lights dropped and Disney's
"When you wish upon a star" - apparently
a nod to the fact that Weezer's latest album
is titled Make Believe - began to play over
the PA system.
The lights came back up and the band
immediately launched into "My Name Is
Jonas" the lead track off Weezer's 1994
self-titled debut, which was received with
www.foofighters.com
Fighters play with Weezer in Worcester.
an enthusiastic cheer from the crowd. By
the third song of the set, "Don't Let Go," it
became apparent that this wasn't going to
be just another show. While I've been a fan
of the band for years, I was painfully aware
of their reputation for being less than
dynamic on stage and delivering rote rendi-
tions of the album tracks without much
engagement with the audience.
For some reason though, perhaps
see NINETIES on page 17
continued from page 1
soprano lamented lost love in "But Not for
Me." Her down-home authenticity was dis-
rupted by sophomore Alex Dancho's
popped-collar rendition of "Could You Use
Me?" Junior Patrick Greene's aphrodisia-
cal (and he knows it) tenor crooned
"Embraceable You" like a pubescent Frank
Sinatra, and freshman Samantha Moorin
owned "I Got Rhythm."
The Cradle Will Rock was a sudden
break from the moonlight-and-roses
Gershwin set. Freshman Richard Fields
ranted about working class issues and fore-
told revolution in unintelligible but bad-ass
"The Cradle Will Rock." The always-
exquisite, always slightly-oddly-cast-but-
somehow-rocks-anything-she-does Leslie
Waters '06 gave a powerhouse of a per-
formance in the hard-hitting "Joe Worker is
Dead."
Just as dark but more irreverent, "One
Night in Bangkok" from Chess was a
bizarrely entertaining, early '90s-hip-hop-
meets-Asian-chords full cast number led by
the appropriately angst-ridden Matthew
Reed '07.
The Chicago segment was among the
most riveting. Newcomer and full-blown
hottie Amanda Kopman '09 showed off her
sexy belt during "All that Jazz." Senior
Jamie Tracey was totally in her element
with the latently sado-homosexual "When
You're Good to Mama." And, as always,
the "Cell-Block Tango" was a complete
showstopper (just ask the old dude salivat-
ing in the front row). Freshman Merry
Smith proved she was the one to watch as
Velma, the earliest of the cats with claws.
Then ... Cats. Regardless of whether
Andrew Lloyd Webber was on acid when
writing this musical, the revue cast made
something entertaining out of it. Their
"Jellicle Cats" was clearly aware of its stu-
pidity, which upped the audience enjoy-
ment because we felt we could laugh both
with them and at them. In the fun number
"Gumbie Cat," senior Doug Goodman
managed to dance pretty damn well with-
out looking like a tool.
The second act opened with the gor-
geous, cocktail-y "The Sound of Muzak"
from Closer than Ever, where Chris
Anderson rocked out on the piano. The
Closer than Ever segment was probably the
strongest, as the synergy was crisp, clear
and controlled.
The Company section was pretty hum-
drum until "Barcelona," when the audience
got a glimpse of Andrew Feldmann in box-
ers. Oh, and socks.
A Chorus Line, always a favorite, did
not disappoint. Amanda Kopman shook her
shimmy in "Dance 10, Looks 3."
Freshman Meg Smith's placid "What I Did
for Love" was a pleasant interlude before
the full-cast "One."
Closing the revue with Children of
Eden was another interesting choice, as it is
more of a show "about something" than
your usual song-and-dance musical. Again,
Chris Anderson's flawless tenor stood out
during the beautiful "In Whatever Time We
Have," and Leslie Waters took it home with
the rousing "Ain't it Good."
All in all, Gerald Moshell has put
together more cohesive, tightly packed
revues in the past, but this is a drawback to
having a' large cast. The numbers them-
selves, however, were more consistently
strong, and energy remained high through-
out the show.
Organ Impresario
Brings Graft to Trin
continued from page IS
polyphony (where separate voices
sang together). Sometimes organ-
ists improvised during the mass to
fill in periods of silence. This tra-
dition carried itself throughout
the ages, as notable organist-com-
posers such as J.S. Bach impro-
vised complex preludes, toccatas,
and fugues during church servic-
of sounds, tones, and voices that
the organist had- to work with,
allowing for compositions and
improvisations of greater flexibil-
ity and color. All these advance-
ments gaye rise to so-called
"French symphonic organ
music."
For decades, worshippers at
Notre-Dame "heard Pincemaille's
For many critics and musicians alike,
Pincemaille is the contemporary genius
of organ improvisation.
es. In fact, many of Bach's organ
works were improvised during
church and written down after
services.
In the 18th century, organ
improvisation in England gave
way to a rich choral tradition that
used the organ for accompani-
ment of expertly trained choirs,
and to this day, it is very uncom-
mon for English organists to be
skilled in improvisation, as they
have minimum practical use for it
in the Anglican Church.
However, in France, the organ
blossomed into a modern orches-
tral instrument through the vision
of Aristide Cavaille-Coll, a revo-
lutionary French organ builder of
the 19th century. Caville-Coll
modernized the organ console,
which contains the keyboards or
manuals that the organist plays.
He expanded the size and range
teacher Pierre Cochereau impro-
vise symphonies and scherzos of
lightening speed. For many critics
, and musicians alike, Pincemaille
is the contemporary genius of
organ improvisation. "Pierre
Pincemaille is in the tradition of
musicians one would have
thought went extinct with the
death of Pierre Cochereau," says
he Telegramme de Brest.
John Rose, Trinity College's
organist and Director of Chapel
Music, is equally thrilled by
Pincemaille's virtuosity. "Having
had the privilege to hear him
improvise on the great organ at
St. Denis, I'm confident that the
Trinity community will be as
awestruck by the creativity and
virtuosic playing as I and so many
others who've had the opportuni-
ty to hear this great artist perform
have," he said.
Surrealism
Students Examine Art, Politics, Philosophy of Surreal Movement
continued from page 15
of the Surrealist movement, cri-
tiqued the state of popular music
today and the commodification
of art in Capitalist society.
Among the other topics dis-
cussed were Surrealism and the
imagination, creativity, the




Athenaeum's new exhibit Dali,
Picasso, and the Surrealist
Vision, a collection including
some of the most famous paint-
ings and photo collages











butions to art and litera-
ture: one of the goals of
the Surrealist movement
was to move attention
away from the author or Dali and
artist and refocus it on the paint-
ing or the text. Therefore the
creator's intention becomes less
significant and what he or she
creates is of the most impor-
tance. At the exhibit,. though,
explanations for most of the
paintings focused on the artists
as individuals instead of the art
itself, ignoring the intellectual,
historical, or political context,
instead indicating that the signif-
icance of Surrealist art lay in its
novelty and chic.
Surrealism was, in many
respects, a movement against the
dull and constraining rationalism
of bourgeois culture that was so
pervasive in European art and lit-
erature at the beginning of the
20th century. The Wadsworth's
exhibit wholly ignored this
important and formative aspect
of Surrealism, replacing, ironi-
cally, space that could have been
Bunuel wrote Un chien andalous.
used to enlighten and provoke
the viewer with the logos of cor-
porate sponsors.
Perhaps most distressing was
the exhibit's consistent refusal to
mention anything regarding the
Surrealist movement's leftist
politics. What students found
most interesting and important
about Surrealism during
Thursday's discussion had no
place in the Wadsworth's presen-
tation. Indeed, the vision that the
Wadsworth attributed to the
Surrealists seemed nothing
grander than a vision of dollar
signs as museum goers wandered
about the gift shop, picking up
posters and t-shirts. (Of course
this isn't to say that Trinity stu-
dents didn't pick up a few items,
after all, how else to prove your
trendy interest in Surrealism?)
But maybe we shouldn't blame
the Wadsworth entirely. There
doesn't seem to be much
space left to create any-
thing that isn't immediate-
ly absorbed and commodi-
fied. Today, we hear The
Beatles persuading us to
buy a pair of Nikes with
the song "Revolution,"
and Led Zeppelin blasting
in the background of a car
commercial.
Students will meet in
the library again next





summer the roses are blue; the
wood is of glass. The earth,
draped in its verdant cloak,
makes as little impression on me
as a ghost. It is living and ceas-
ing to live that are imaginary
solutions. Existence is else-
where."
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Movable Joints Joke;
Act Without Script
continued from page 15
with this troupe because they all
are so different in their styles of
comedy, but still manage to work
together to produce something
really fun as a group," says
Meghan Boone '06.
"The group is a reformation
of an earlier Moveable Joints
improv troupe that disbanded Fall
of 2003," Boone explains.
Laurence Tooth '07 restarted the
group last year, but Boone is cur-
rently directing while he is
abroad. There are seven actors in
Movable Joints, including brand
new members David Calder '08
and Chris Moore '06.
The second game of the night,
Slideshow, starred the new mem-
bers. Calder and Moore
described slides of their recent
vacation, a field trip to the
Neverland Ranch. (The location
was chosen by the audience; the
suggestion of "lepers" from
D a n n y
C o l e m a n
'07 was
a g a i n
v e t o e d ,







t r o u p e
a r r a n g e d
themselves
cally, paralyzed.
The next game, in which he
got to play a superhero along
with Cosgriff, Boone, and
Calder, must have been a wel-
come change for DeMarco. As
Captain Hallucination, DeMarco
aided Super Kanye West (played
by Cosgriff), Negative-Outlook-
on-Life Girl (Boone), and Every-
Improv-Game-at-Once Man
(Calder) in stopping an attack of
giant Jell-0 molds. "Kanye
West" was a super power sug-
gested by the audience; each of
the subsequent heroes was sug-
gested by the preceding actor.
The threat of attacking Jell-o was
also an audience suggestion; by
now the leprosy-themed sugges-
tions were soliciting threats of
bodily harm from that audience
member's former friends.
In 60-30-10, a minute-long
skit is condensed into a shorter,














Nineties Rockers Impress Fans
continued from page 16
because it was the last night
before a week-long break in the
tour, everyone was in rare form.
Improvisation showed up repeat-
edly in the guitar solos as well as
the vocals, and the usually stoic
frontman Rivers Cuomo strutted
around the stage like a genuine
rock star. Additionally, every
member of the band, even drum-
mer Pat Wilson, sang lead for at
least one song. Particular memo-
rable were guitarist Brian Bell's
rendition of "Why Bother?" and
Wilson's cover of Blur's "Song
#2," during which all three of his
band mates simultaneously took
over his responsibilities at the
drum-kit.
The set then appeared to come
to an early close, but shortly after
the band filed off the stage Rivers
appeared atop a stack of sheet
metal at the very back of the pit
with an acoustic guitar in hand.
After performing a solo version
of "Island in the Sun" he began to
walk back towards the stage, dur-
ing which time the band pulled a
random audience member onto
stage to assist with acoustic guitar
on "Undone - the Sweater Song."
The set then came to its real con-
clusion with "Buddy Holly" fol-
lowed by an energetic
"Hashpipe."
The two headlining acts
seemed to have very few serious
fans in common, however; as one
set came to a close, the crowd in
the pit turned over almost entirely
wm&imMimm$'&m ~:
Rivers ' had used to early, to play
part of the song for the crowd at
the back of the arena. Unlike
Cuomo, Grohl clearly has no con-
fusion over his rock-star status.
He played the role to the hilt and
gave the crowd exactly what it
wanted.
The set included a number of
songs from their latest album In
Your Honor, but sprinkled in the
necessary classics such as "All
My Life," "My Hero" and of
course "Learn to Fly" before clos-
ing out the night with "Everlong,"
which was devoted to none other
Meghan Boone D e M a r c o
n t o The troupe practices twice a week. and Mason
comedic freeze-frame "slides" as
Moore and Calder made up sce-
narios to explain their troupe-
mates' bizarre poses.
In the next game, the audi-
ence was again asked for a locale,
and two audience members were
called to take part in the perform-
ance. The scene took place on the
Titanic (despite a revision to fit
the requested category, "leper
colony" - still turned down).
Boone and Mason enacted a love
scene on the sinking ship while
the audience volunteers con-
trolled their movements, manipu-
lating them like giant, awkward
My Size Barbies.
Before the show, audience
members had been asked to write
a short sentence on a scrap of
paper. In Pocket Scenes, Boone
and Bennett incorporated these
random statements into their skit.
Each received three scraps, which
could not be read until used in the
skit. Not knowing what any of
the papers say, the actors end up
offering advice like "Well, I
always like to say [reads paper]
'Dusty Walrus. '"
In Stunt Double, Cosgriff and
Moore acted out the normal,
homey routine of doing laundry
and making dinner. Their stunt
doubles, Bennett and DeMarco,
meanwhile, stepped in every time
a potentially dangerous situation
arose. Bennett scalded her face
with turkey, laundry detergent,
and a cigarette, while DeMarco
somehow left a snake in1 the
washing machine and was, tragi-
used their one minute to discuss
the birds and bees in terms of a
male and female walrus before
shrinking the scene to 30 sec-
onds and finally 10. Sexual
innuendo abounded in the next
game, too, as Bennett and
Cosgriff were forced to express
their innermost feelings while
milking a cow. In the game
Actually, players must modify
their last statement, making it
closer to the truth, each time
another player claps. This play-
er claps until satisfied that the
statement is as "truthful" (read:
funny) as possible. Typically,
this game ended with Cosgriff
and Bennett pretending to smear
themselves with ice cream and
milk.
The Movable Joints show
ended in the chaos of Film and
Theater Styles. All of the mem-
bers participated in this rapid-
fire game, making up short skits
in various film, television, and
theater styles suggested by the
audience, all revolving around
the (also audience-suggested)
theme 'monkeys." Boone did an
interpretive dance, DeMarco per-
formed a brief Lifetime love
scene, and Calder and Cosgriff
brought Monty Python's signa-
ture style to their monkey skit.
"I can ' t squeeze another
laugh out of me," commented
one fan as he left the crowded
Underground Coffeehouse. The
•.Movable Joints plan to perform
!.-! approximately monthly• this- year
- don't miss their next show.
Foo Fighter fans took their
places.
When the Foo Fighters hit the
stage two major differences from
the last set were immediately
apparent. First, whoever was
handling the volume controls
decided that things needed to be a
lot louder - the vocals and drums
of opening song "DOA" literally
shook the retaining barriers.
Second, the Foo Fighters were
really all about frontman David
Grohl (who is perhaps better
known as the former drummer for
















as a surprise to vvwvv.vveezer.com
fans only familiar Brian Bell pfays keys on "Perfect Situation."
with their recorded work - in a
live setting they channel a great
deal of Grohl ' s grunge roots
which seem to be missing from
their albums. This was particular-
ly apparent on their unusually
draw out version of "Stacked
Actors" during which Grohl leapt
from the stage and walked to the
same *stack'*bf "sheet metal that
than Mrs. Grohl, who was in the
audience.
The show as a whole left me
with a ringing in my ears but a
smile on my face. It's reassuring
to know some of the bands from
our middle school days still have
what it takes to blow the doors off
some of the biggest venues
around.
Grizzly Man Oct. 25
7:30 p.m.
By now, anyone with access to National Public Radio may think they know the story
of Timothy Treadwell: the blond recovering alcoholic who pursued recovery - and celebri-
ty - through bonding with nature and, more tragically, with grizzly bears. But in the hands
of filmmaker Werner Herzog, Treadwell's life and death is much more than a cautionary
tale for New Agers. As in Herzog's Aguirre, The Wrath of God and Fitzcarraldo, he gives
us a main character consumed by a dream, veering between madness and clarity, and cre-
ating sometliing like art along the way. In Treadwell's case, it is the unsettling tapes of his
manic monologues, and the glorious images of foxes, rivers, and yes, grizzlies, by some-
one they meant everything to. 103 min.
Mirrormask Oct. 26-Nov. 1
26-28 and 31-1 at 7:30 p.m. 29-30 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Cinestudio presents a special one-week premiere engagement of an exciting phantas-
magoria for all ages about a 15-year-old girl named Helen, who works in a circus but
dreams of running away to experience "real life." Her topsy-turvy plan backfires when she
is magically transported to the alternative world of die Dark Lands. Mirrormask is the cre-
ation of a remarkable collaboration: The Jim Henson Company, which produced Labyrinth
and The Dark Crystal, with the team of writer Neil Gaiman and illustrator Dave McKean,
the creators of the classic children's book The Wolves in the Wall and the "Sandman"
comic books. Helen's wondrous, sometimes scary journey would not seem entirely out of
place in the Land of Oz. 101 min.
Last Days Oct. 28-29
9:40 p.m.
Eleven years after Kurt Cobain shot himself, damning us to 10 years of music by for-
mer Mouseketeers and faux thugs, many have wondered about his final days. While Gus
Van Sant claims that Last Days is not that movie, nothing else comes close to revealing
the mundane (Cocoa Rice Crispies, anyone?) and sometimes humorous steps of a gifted
musician, hanging out in a secluded mansion and stumbling toward oblivion. On the con-
tinuum of Van Sant's movies, Last Days is more Elephant than Good Will Hunting. The
atmosphere, spare dialogue and simple physical presence of Cobain-channeling Michael
Pitt create the kind of drama that smacks you when you are least expecting it. "Modern-
day cinema takes the form of a sermon. You don't get to think, you only get to receive
information." Gus Van Sant. 97 min.
The Constant Gardener Nov. 2-5
2-4 at 7:30 p.m. 5 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
In the wake of the Cold War that once inspired his elegant thrillers, John Le Carre has
found a new source of danger in the world - unfettered global capitalism. Ralph Fiennes
(The English Patient, The End of The Affair) plays a self-effacing British diplomat who is
married to an activist involved in investigating pharmaceutical companies operating in
Kenya. When she is murdered shortly after the film opens, Fiennes plunges into a voyage
of discovery - about his wife, her death, and the evil that surrounds him. Fernando
Meirelles, whose film City of God was a searing expose of street gangs in Rio, brings a
simmering anger to Le Carre's cool scrutiny of a continent in peril, "...an examination of
the mysteries of the human heart. This is one of the year's best films" Roger Ebert,
Chicago Sun-Times. 129 min.
cinestudio.org
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You may be eligible for participation in a Clinical Research Study at the
now mven cnmca? Rwsmtfrtmit wtrrrre^
group and must be available on all of the dates required by the group:
GROUP ONE:
CHECK IN: November 3
GROUP TWO:
CHECK IN: November 11
CHECK OUT- November 6 CHECK OUT: November 15
FOLLOW-UP VISITS: FOLLOW-UP VISITS:
November 6-11,13/15 November 15-20/22
800 254-6398 local 401-0100
DAY
For this, or other studies.
You complete the equation
NEW HAVE
fCRU
CLINICAL i t iSi«CH UNIT






#« Sat. Oct. 29 »
• 6 p.m. «
8 7th Annual Fonghoulish Freakout Star Wars
" 8 Theme: The Breakfast, Rane, Otherwise, t
a Corkscrew, Jibardo Funk, Elevated s
• e Thoughts •
• - $10 adv. « • *
© © ©





*«# $18 adv. . •
• s e • • '
„ • •
•* Fri. Oct. 28 \
• 6 p.fn. •
• Ride the SOBE Love Bus, SOBE presents *
„ THE MISFITS HALLOWEEN BASH: *
9 The Misfits, Balzac, Rock City Morgue, e
• Covin, All In Blind, Cause of Insanity a
• $20 adv. •
• "First 500 people at the show get a •
• • • • 9
a a •
9° Weds. Oct. 26 *% *
Beautiful Creatures, Stand, •
Premize, Henst, Consequence of •
Change, Mutagen, Failed to Honor •
special limited edition SoBe ,
Halloween T-Shir t* •
$10 adv.
* • • • • . • • "
ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE IN CONNECTICUT:
MARK MITCHELL AND GINA
MCCARTHY
SPONSORED BY THE HUMAN RIGHTS
PROGRAM
TUESDAY, OCT. 25, 2005 5:30
P.M.
WEAN TERRACE ROOM B
MATHER HAH
SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks
www. sunsplashtour s .com.
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2006- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oa-
campus reps. Call for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified sec-
tion for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
^nquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu .,
Community Service Activist of the Week
In an effort to add some variety to
this column, the Community Service
office is recognizing multiple groups this
week. Representatives from several stu-
dent groups came together early this past
Saturday in a united effort to fight AIDS.
Members of Kappa Kappa Gamma, SUSHI
(Students United in Science and
Humanitarian Efforts), and the sorority
Zeta all participated in a local 5k AIDS
walk. The event was held at the nearby
experience was worthwhile because of the
beautiful surroundings. "Even though it
wasn't a good day, it was a gorgeous walk
to see the leaves change," said senior
Maggie Rivara. Others also appreciated the
fact that it was an opportunity for Trinity
students to do volunteer work off campus.
"I thought that it was very
rewarding. It was uplifting and motivat-
ing to see Trinity students with other
community members helping the cause,"
said sophomore Zeta pledge Nina Griffen.
Zeta had -12 members present, who
together raised approximately $100.
An announcement at the walk praised
Trinity students for raising a total of
$1100.
"I really enjoyed the walk
because it was a good bonding process
(for the sisters, pledges, and Trinity




Leonid Sigal Plays Mozart
Tues. Oct. 25 & Weds Oct. 26
7:30 p.m.
Tickets $18-$60
















' ACES Needs Your Help! N
What: Hartford youth come to
Trinity for Trick-or-Treating
When: Sunday October 30,2005
Time: 3-6pm
Where: Vernon Street
We need volunteers to chaperone
the kids through Vernon Street to
trick-or-treat and go through the haunted
houses.
To sign up go to the
Community Service Office
next to the Book Store in Mather Hall
s-1
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A sale, carefully controlled study of a
potential new medicine
A federally-regulated, necessary step
in the development of all new medicines
A critical part of the drug discovery
process—but we cannot continue
without healthy volunteers.
The Pfizer New ha von Clinical Resuaich
Unit {CRU), is open and currently running
studies - here is where you can help.
Join Pfizer, a world leader in pharmaceutical
innovation, and participate in the
discovery of future medicines while being
compensated for your valuable time.
Yoy complete the equation.
CLINICAL RESEARCH UNIT
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The Tripod's Greatest Athletes of All Time
BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
The Tripod has taken on the
momentous task of choosing the
greatest athletes of all-time in our
special two-part series. It must
first be said that this list is for the
greatest athletes of all-time in
their specific sports, taking into
context their eras.. This isn't a list
for the greatest athletes of all-
time physically or aerobically,
that will be in part two.
We based our list on three
main criteria, which will help
explain why some of your
favorite athletes are missing, (or
will never make the list).
Remember, just because they are
your favorite athletes or most
entertaining, doesn't necessarily
make them qualified.
First, they need to have domi-
nated their era; we're talking head
and shoulders above their peers,
there was no doubt who the best
player in the game was. Second,
they had to have possessed ath-
leticism and skill never seen
before. And lastly, they had to
have been such an exceptional
player that they changed the face
of the game.
In many of the decisions, we
could not deny the statistics.
While statistics may not be the
entire story of what makes a great
athlete, it is certainly part of it;
when Wayne Gretzky is scoring
goals at rates never seen before, it
needs to be addressed. When
Wilt Chamberlain is leading the
league in scoring and rebounding,
credit needs to be given.
We also don't focus on cham-
pionships. This isn't a list for
best championship or team play-
ers, even though many of the ath-
: .••....'-..- w w w . a f r i c a n a o n l i n e . c o m
Muhammad Aii combined size and hand speed never seen before.
letes on this list have won their
fair share of championship rings
and trophys.
For our purposes, we have not
listed any female athletes.
Historically, there is a smaller list
of female athletes to work with,
and their leagues are relatively
new. The WNBA is still young
and has not produced a dominat-
ing presence like the men on this
list have, while soccer and soft-
ball leagues are struggling.
Probably one of the most domi-
nant female athletes was Martina
Navratilova, but we haven't
included any male tennis players
either. The fact is, no female ath-
lete has distinguished herself in
her sport more than our top five
men.
Michael Jordan will also not
be found on this list, which was
hard for us to do. As the best bas-
ketball player of his generation,
Jordan didn't .change the game of
basketball, but rather basketball
as entertainment.
No one commanded more
attention or delivered in the
clutch more than he did. No one
was more dynamic in the air or
more entertaining to watch than
Jordan. But this isn't a list for
most entertaining or most cultur-
ally relevant (yes, we still wear
our Air Jordan retros with pride
and have his posters on our
walls). We're not saying that
Jordan didn't dominate his era or
his peers, just • that^Witf,
Chamberlain did It better.
Gretzky is the definition of an athlete who dominated
his sport He was equally dominant as a passer as he was
a scorer. He owns and shares 61 NHL records which
includes 894 career goals and 1,963 assists, which is more
than anyone else lias points. He scored over 2,857 career
points; the next closest is Mark Messier with 1,887
points. No one has ever scored more than 200 points in a
season, a feat Gretzky accomplished four times.WAYNE GRETZKY
Ruth single-handedly changed the way baseball was
played like no other player has since. A lifetime .342 hitter,
Ruth changed, the way pitchers pitched to batters, with his
penchant for hitting homers. Suddenly, one bad pitch could
alter the game, in a previously small-ball era. In 1920 he
demolished his own home run record of 29 with 54 dingers,
the next closest player had 19. Did we mention that he led
the league in shutouts and ERA in 1916? BABE RUTH
• While many celebrate him for being outspoken and oth-
ers criticize him for not stepping up like past sports heroes
during the Vietnam War, All's hand and foot speed in the ring
were matched only by his mouth. He became the first three-
time heavyweight champion in 1978. His epic battles with
Sonny las ton, Joe Frazier and George Foreman are the stuff
of legend, and his combination of size, power, speed and
M U H A M M A D A L I intimidation has never been duplicated by nature.
Wilt was a fro.ik of nature1 lor his nr.i. At y'l", lie pos-
i-esscd strength and speed Iliat allowed him to score from
inside ami out. I If won four MVT awards iind two NBA.
title*. His Jon points scowl in a same may nuveibe broken.
Wilt scored at least 6n points n times, and omc a\ci-.iged
50.4 points pur fiame. rurords Uial haw never been
Innrheil. His career average of 22.9 re.bouiuls per game and
11 ivb»nndin}i titles ave also NBA recoids. WILT
CHAMBERLAIN
Kiev is lvro&niA'J a= ilic jy (Miles! rr.cciw.r in football his-
tory, and holds even1 maim1 Nl'Lrecord lor a rtwivur, HH lo
he i'.\:icl. iuelnclin^ receptions (1,541)!, yards (2^.89-,). and
tmii-hrioiwis (2o3). Wilh only a 1o -lo-yard dash time. Rice
wa« deceptively fivsl and kncv\ when to \v-c it. He von three
Super Howl lifli" ami M:\F the MVP of thi? 1988 Super Him I.
JERRY RICK
www.si.com
Wayne Cretzky recorded 2,857 points, the next closest is 1,887.
Lance Armstrong, the sympa-
thetic choice that has inspired so
many across the world, is a name
that will always come up on a list
like this. Arguments have been
made that Armstrong doesn't race
in the rest of the cycling tour,
making him more of a specialist
than greatest cycler ever. The fact
that the Tour de France is the
most grueling race on the tour and
that Lance has won it six times in
a row puts that argument to rest.
He may very well be the
greatest cycler of all-time and we
still wear the yellow "Livestrong"
bands on our wrists, but winning
one more Tour de France than
Miguel Indurain doesn't distin-
guish him enough to make at on
this list.
Wayne Gretzky tops our list
because no athlete has ever domi-
nated a sport like the little guy
from Brantford, Ontario did.
Gretzky was called "The Great
One" for a reason. Many players
have dominated their sports, but
few players actually have the
overwhelming statistics to back it
up. He owns or shares 61 NHL
records that include the regular
season, Stanley Cup playoffs, and
All-Star Game. Sure he played in
a scoring era where players
racked up goals at incredible
rates, he started the era.
Next week, the Tripod will
delve into the debate about who is
the greatest athlete physically and
^he: criteria that siiouid be
involved. «
What You Said...
Results from the Tripod poll conducted on












Mike Bojko '08 for
organizing the survey.
You can send feedback to our email, at
tripod@trincoil.edu
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Women's Soccer Can't Get Offense Humming
ANDREW BUCHBINDER
SPORTS WRITER
This past weekend was long, cold, and
wet for everyone in'New England, but it
was even longer, colder, and wetter for
Trinity's Women's Soccer team. The
Bantams started off the weekend trying to
keep their playoff hopes alive, against the
Bowdoin Polar Bears on Saturday. Though
they battled the weather as well as the Polar
Bears, both proved to be too much to han-
dle as the Bantams watched their playoff
hopes fade into impossibility.
The first half against Bowdoin was
truly a defensive struggle. The game
remained scoreless until the 2:35 mark
when Bowdoin forward Katherine Whitley
found a way to get the ball past Trinity's
Sophomore goalkeeper TaraFinucane. The
rest of the half played out scoreless.
The Polar Bears came out in the second
half in much the same way they left the
first, and added two more goals.
Bowdoin's second goal of the game was
scored by Danielle Chagnon from a pass by
Whitley. Chagnon's goal came with 24:24
remaining in the game. Bowdoin then
sealed the victory with another goal com-
ing eight minutes later by Roberta
Dennison. The Bantams spent the rest of
the game scrambling to try and come up
with a miraculous comeback against a very
solid Bowdoin squad, but no such come-
back was in the cards on this gloomy after-
noon. Despite the three goals allowed,
Finucane exerted a tremendous effort, and
ended up with ten saves on the day.
Despite the heartbreaking loss on
Saturday, Bantams Head Coach Michael
Smith was able to rally his troops once
again for their game the very next day
against the Connecticut College Camels.
The reason that this game was played on
the heels of the Bowdoin game is that this
game was rained out earlier in the season,
and Sunday was the make-up date. The
Bantams came out with renewed intensity
on a considerably nicer morning.
Appearing no worse for wear, the Bantams
immediately came out with the apparent
game plan of playing very physically.
Among the collisions on field, the first
half was full of near misses for both teams.
Trinity freshman Devin Nwanagu just
barely missed scoring the first goal of the
game after only 10 minutes of action. The
shot was the result of excellent ball move-
ment by the Bantams, which has been a
strength for the team all year.
Despite the strong ball movement,'
Connecticut College managed to strike first
with 21:30 remaining in the first half when •
Rachel Schefrin scored the first of her two
goals for the Camels. Finucane, who
entered action on Sunday with 61 saves on
the season and a .701 save percentage
while giving up 2.47 goals per contest,
rebounded well after the goal and robbed
the Camels on a deflected corner kick with
less than 11 minutes to go in the first half.
Unfortunately, the Camels got another
opportunity from the corner only twenty-
six seconds later, and capitalized on the
second chance. Connecticut College's
Megan Rousseau placed a nice cross pass
from the far corner of the field, which
Schefrin headed into the goal just inside of
the post for her second goal of the game.
The unshakable Finucane once again
never lost her composure and shut the
Camels out for the remainder of the game.
Finucane finished the afternoon with nine
saves. The second half was dominated by
solid play by both defenses and goalkeep-
ers, and the Bantams finished their second
straight game without a goal.
Trinity entered action this weekend
coming off of a tough loss to Tufts on
Saturday, Oct. 15. The final score of this
contest was 3-2, and came nine days after
Trinity's previous game versus Elms,
which ended in a 0-0 double-overtime tie.
As the season winds down, Coach
Smith could not avoid being in a less-than-
great mindset. This season opened with
high expectations and a lot of excitement.
Trinity started off by winning three of their
first four games, and the season looked as
if it were proceeding as planned. However,
after some key injuries, the team really
began to feel the holes in their lineup.
The Bantams have proven that they are
very strong in what Coach Smith refers to
as the defensive and middle thirds of the
field. However, it is in the attacking third
where Coach Smith says the Bantams occa-
sionally "run out of ideas."
Despite numerous tough losses where
the offense struggled to produce, Trinity's
coaching staff can certainly comfort them-
selves with the silver lining of all of the
improving underclassmen who emerged
this season. Of the emerging freshmen that
Coach Smith rattled off the top of his head,
Devin Nwanagu (the team's leading goal
scorer), Emily Witt, Chelsey Reynolds,
Susan Hunt, and Taniko Nelson.
The Bantams will travel to Eastern
Connecticut this Wednesday. The game is
one which Coach Smith hopes that his
Bantams can "execute the final pass" and
"sustain the attack to get shots off," in an
Forward Kristen Geiger '06 controls the ball and gets a shot off against Bowdoin. note
Upcoming Events
Tue. Oct. 25




Held Hockey Fights for Pride
Fri. Oct 28




Men's & Worttef*T&'<Srbss Country
@ Wes££atf' ' * '




Men's & Women's Crew @
Dartmouth (Freshman Invit.)
Sun. Oct. 30r". P-J#
Men's & Wbqgtift's Crew @
PrincetoaChase
continued from page 24
remaining. Goalie Courtney
Bergh '06 made 13 saves for the
Bantams. The loss brought
Trinity's record down to 4-6 over-
all and 1-5 in the league.
Oct. 12, the Bantams played
Keene State at home and picked
up a victory. Conlon scored one
goal and assisted on another to
lead the Bantams to a 2-1 win.
Conlon assisted Laurie DiMartino
'08 on .Trinity's first goal 3:15
into the second half and then
scored her own from Mignon
Hills '09 2:30 later to give the
Bantams a 2-0 lead. Bergh saved
seven shots for Trinity. The win
brought Trinity to a 5-6 record.
"Keene State was a great
game for our team's morale
because we were finally in con-
trol of a game since we were up 2-
0 for most of the game," said
Conlon. "We were all psyched to
have the Scoreboard finally justify
who the better team was."
Three days later, the team
traveled to Boston to take on
Tufts. The Jumbos defeated the
Bantams 2-0 in a driving rain
storm. Both goals for Tufts came
in the first half - the first one
scored just under 10 minutes in
the game. Then the Jumbos
struck on a penalty corner with
8:35 remaining in the half. The
second half was scoreless with
few offensive chances for either
team. The weather was clearly a
factor in the entire game as there
were fewer shots and corners
taken than usual. The Bantams
dropped to 5-7 overall and 1-6 in
Chuck Pratt
Kat Conlon '08 looks to control the ball against Bowdoin.
the league with the loss.
"This was a frustrating game
for us because we seem to have a
hard time putting two halves
together," stated Conlon. "The
second half of Tufts was like
night and day from the first half."
This past Saturday, the
Bowdoin Polar Bears traveled
from Maine to play the Bantams.
Bowdoin clinched the top seed
for the 2005 NESCAC
Championship Tournament, beat-
ing Trinity 4-0. The Polar Bears
took a 1-0 lead into intermission
and sealed the victory with two
goals early in the second half
before scoring yet again late in
the game. "We had the same
problem in the Bowdoin game
putting together both .halves,"
Conlon said. "We held the num-
ber one team in our conference to
one goal in the first half but then
let up quick goals in the second."
Bergh had six saves for the
Bantams, whose record is now 5-
8 overall and 1-7 in league play.
The Polar bears improve to 12-0
overall and 8-0 in the league.
"I know that we are on the
brink of being recognized as a
solid field hockey program," stat-
ed Conlon, "and I believe that we
can turn some heads this weekend
with a win against Middlebury,
who is second in the league. It's
a competitive league that we're
in, and I know that this weekend
could be our chance to overthrow
a top seed team in the country,
and rectify a great deal of our sea-
son's disappointments."
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Bantams Defend Victory at Head of the Charles
continued from page 24
Today's Bantam Boat Club is going to
be the next generation of Trinity College
rowers, so even though they didn't get a
true third place finish at the Head of
Charles, their performance shows that they
have the potential to lead Trinity College to
more great things in the future.
The next race for the Bantam Boat Club
was the Women's Club Eight who turned in
a less stellar performance, finishing 22nd
out of 51 teams in the race. The Women's
team started in the very middle of the pack
and was never able to break free from that
group and finished in the top half of the
bracket.
Saturday's racing came to a close, but
dawn on Sunday brought another big day
for Trinity College. The focuses for the
day were on the Men's and Women's
Collegiate Eight races. The pre-race pre-
dictions for the Men's race as reported on
the Head of the Charles official website
read: "Defending Champion Trinity
College (CT) returns looking for two in a
row, but will have to hold of a large field of
competitors in order to be successful."
Trinity was given less publicity in the pre-
dictions for the Women's Race, "Villanova
University (PA) will hold the lead position
and will face stiff competition from two
small colleges: Smith College (MA) and
Trinity College (CT)."
The first race for Trinity was the
Collegiate Men's Doubles race which
Trinity sent one team to compete in. The
team finished fourth of seven entered
boats, just over a second behind the third
place Lookout Rowing Club boat.
Trinity then turned its attention to the
main events for Sunday. The Men's race
was first on the bill and shot off at 12:40.
The Bantams jumped out of the gate strong
and by the first checkpoint less than three
quarters of a mile into the race, they had
gathered a four-and-a-half second lead. By
the second checkpoint, just under two
miles from the start, the Bantams had about
an eight-second lead.
As Trinity passed the Cambridge Boat
House, the Bantams held an 11.5 second
lead. The Bantams finished the race in first
place, outpacing their nearest competitor,
the Friends of Georgia Tech Crew boat, by
over 16 seconds.
Even though the Bantams have had a
bit of a rough go this fall because of flood-
ing which has limited their outdoor practice
time and a shift in their lineup due to grad-
uations or rowers being abroad this semes-
ter which has forced the Trinity College
boat to row with four new members who
"have earned their spot on the boat,"
Graves said, the this year's victory at the
Charles was actually by a larger margin
than last year's win. If the Men's Crew
team put the Collegiate Rowing world on
notice last year, this year they have solidi-
fied their position as one of the best up-
and-coming programs around.
While the Men's race was an impres-
sive victory - the Trinity College boat was
the favorite to win the race - the Women's
Eight Race was an even more incredible
www.jetphotographic.com
The Women's Crew team came from obscurity to win the Head of the Charles. __ we're going for."
win and more shocking victory because last
year, the Trinity College boat placed eighth
in the field.
The Bantams started in the number
three position and when the race started
just before 1 p.m., the Bantams pulled out
in front quickly. Trinity led the entire way
and blew the competition away en route to
a 33-second margin of victory over the
Williams College Rowing Association
boat, which finished second.
Trinity held a slim lead at the first
checkpoint - a little over two seconds - but
quickly stretched it out to about 12.5 sec-
onds at the second checkpoint, 26.5 sec-
onds at the Cambridge Boat house and
rowed hard all the way to the end, stretch-
ing their lead out even further. .The
Bantams finished with a time of 17:50.701,
taking the gold medal.
Given the dominating victories by both
the Men's and Women's teams at the Head
of Charles, coupled with the Men's wins at
last year's Charles, and over in England
this summer at the Royal Henley Regatta, it
is very difficult for anyone to argue against
the Rowing program as another on the long
list of 'great teams' Trinity has fielded
recently.
The one event that still stands for the
Bantams to capture, however, is the ECAC
Championship. The Bantams were unable
to come up with the win at ECACs last
spring.
Said Graves exuberantly, "our goal for
this spring is to win the ECAC. If we [the
Trinity College boat] win our race and the
Women win their race, we could come out
with the overall points trophy if one of the
other boats wins their race ... that's never
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sloppy game for the Bantams,
Trinity Football was still able to
dominate the previously unde-
feated Bowdoin Polar Bears 23-3,
for their 27th consecutive victory
Saturday. Trinity moves to 5-0 on
the season, putting them alone at
the top of the NESCAC.
The Bantams turned the ball
over a season-high four times, all
on fumbles, losing three. Their
turnover total has grown in each
of the last three games, with two
fumbles against Hamilton three
weeks ago and three turnovers
against Tufts.
Despite these turnovers how-
ever, Trinity accumulated over
413 total yards to Bowdoin's 140
yards. Trinity had .318 yards on
the ground.
"Coach Priore told us all
week to be physically dominant
and that's what we did," running
back Jordan Quinones '07 said.
"We ran the ball 68 times for over
300 yards. It doesn't get more
dominant than that."
Defense again was key for the
Bantams, holding their opponents
to under 2 yards a carry, and gave
Linebacker Christian Allen '07 brings the pain against Bowdoin.
up only their ninth point of the
season. They forced two fumbles
and recovered both.
Quinones led the rushing
attack with 129 yards and one
touchdown, while Trinity's Mr.
Everything, Chandler Barnard
'08 was right behind him with
124 yards.
"It was uncharacteristic of us
[to have so many turnovers]; we
usually don't make mistakes like
that," Barnard said. "But it hap-
pened and we rose above it, and
our defense was creating
turnovers of their own."
Kicker Kevin Swiniarski '07
kicked a season-high three field
goals in the contest, the longest
being from 28 yards out.
Jeff Carpenter '08 led the
Bantam defense with six tackles,
two for a loss. Senior Tri-captain
Kevin Quinn had five tackles and
recovered two fumbles.
Trinity drove down the field
on their opening drive resulted in
a seven play, 65-yard drive
capped off with a five-yard touch-
down from Quinones. Bowdoin
however, made adjustments on
the defensive side and kept the
Bantams off balance.
"Our first drive went well,"
Quinones said. "But their coach-
es made adjustments and they
Chandler Barnard '08 looks for
Penalties and fumbles pre-
vented Trinity from breaking the
game wide open and blowing the
Polar Bears back to Maine.
"We were sloppy on offense,
making turnovers and missing
opportunities to put the game
away," Barnard said.
Barnard had a fumble of his
own that gave Bowdoin the ball at
Trinity's 41-yard line that the
Polar Bears were able to convert
into a field goal.
Later in the half, Bowdoin
completed a huge 70-yard pass
from quarterback Ricky Leclerc
to wide out Scott Brisson, but on
y, running back_
Chuck Pratt
room to run on Saturday.
Ahron Cohen fumbled the ball,
and Quinn recovered at Trinity's
six-yard line.
Trinity was forced to punt on
their next drive, but returner
Steve Curwen couldn't handle it,
and Quinn again recovered at
Bowdoin's 14-yard line.
Trinity turned that turnover
into a touchdown, with a head-
first leaping effort from running
back Gennaro Leo '07, making
the score 17-3.
The Bantams will next head
up to Vermont to take on the
Middlebury. The Panthers won
their first game of the season, a
4-1-7 win this-past weekend.
Men & Women Eights Take Charles
JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
Trinity Athletics has been defined the
past five to 10 years by a plethora of really
great teams. The Football team has won 27
straight games, Men's Squash has won
seven straight National Championships,
Men's Hockey has been to the NESCAC
Tournament five straight years and made it
to the Division III Frozen Four last year,
Women's Squash has made appearances in
the National Championship tournament
every year since 1996 and on. One could
even go further • and include Men's
Basketball and Baseball in that category,
but today Trinity is proud to display two of
its newer 'great teams': the Men's and
Women's Rowing teams.
This past weekend, both Men's and
Women's teams traveled to Cambridge,
Mass, to participate in the Head of the
Charles Regatta. The Charles claims to be
the biggest two day Regatta in the world
and naturally is one of the most important
and prestigious Regattas in North America.
At last year's Charles, Trinity's First
Men's Eight dominated the Collegiate
Eight Race winning by a 14-second margin
over the second place boat. The Women
finished eighth in the Collegiate Eight
Racing last year. Thus, with much to live
up to this year, the Bantams participated in
five different races, medaling in two
events, just missing a third by a little more
than a second, and losing a potential fourth
medal because of a disqualification.-
The racing began for the Bantams in
the Men's Club Eight Race on Saturday. In
this race, the Bantam Boat Club team fin-
ished third of 51 teams before they were
disqualified.
The boat was disqualified because of a
glitch in the rules that did not allow any
person who had raced in the Collegiate
races at the Henley Regatta over the sum-
mer to participate in the club races at the
Charles.
Since the Bantams have shuffled
around their order since the Henley, the
Bantam Boat Club was disqualified. The
rule in question will be changed within the
next few weeks for the 2006 Head of the
Charles Regatta.
The Bantam Boat Club is otherwise
known as Trinity's second men's boat and
the fact they finished third was a great
accomplishment.
Co-captain Peter Graves '07 said of the
Bantam's finish in the Club Eights before
their disqualification, "that's really good
for them. It's the best we've ever finished
in that race."






The Men's Crew team defended last year's win at the Head of Charles Regatta,
SPORTS WRITER
Although the field hockey team has
been struggling to win games, the team's
heart and obvious talent is keeping them
determined to turn their season around.
The Bantams have faced several NESCAC
opponents in the past couple of weeks and
have learned firsthand how tough the
league is. "I think as a player, there are two
ways to look at this - to get down on your
season and think of what could have been
or should have been or the other (and what
our team tries to keep in mind), is that these
games were all well within winning and
our team can only get better next year,"
said Kat Cordon '08.
Oct. 8, the team hosted the Connecticut
College Camels and lost 2-1 in a thriller.
Trinity opened the scoring 9:45 into the
game on an unassisted goal by forward
Erin Daly '07, but the Camels returned the
favor just over three minutes later tying the
score at 1-1 going into the half. After a
scoreless second stanza, the Camels netted
the game-winner with only a few minutes
see FIELD on page 22
Get rhis week's
schedule of games in
Sports in Hi iff on
pjee 22
INSIDE SPORTS
Read about Women's Soccei Gel the results of the online
on page 22 poll on page 21
Who will make the lî t
of the Tripod's Greatest
Alhleies of .Ml Time?
Find out on page 21
